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VANCOUVER, whose motto proclaims " By Sea cmd Land lVe Prosper", is indeed 
the beneficiary of both elements. It is fitting, therefore , that some of the most significant 
urban developments completed or contemplated within the City proper pertain to the 
seafront or harbour area . Notable among these is the Coal Harbour project planned by 
the widely-known det •elopment organization of Webb & Knapp (Canada) Limited. To 
the extent that we as citizem are co!Jecti-t•ely unable to , or fail to, undertake the replcm
ning and renewal of our depreciated urban centres we mmt inet•itably depend ujJon 
prit1ate enterprise to fill the gap. We will be fortunate if a due proportion of mch under
takings proves to be as .reemlyandlit•eable as the Coal Harbour complex of commercial and 
office buildings, highrise apartments and marina facilitie.r shown abot•e in model form. 
A t•ital feature of many such f oru,ard-looking projects is t 'ertical trcmsportation by Otis. 

Credi ts- Model : Webb &. KnQp p (Canada) Lim1led Photo: George 1-hmter 

OTIS 

ELEVATOR 
COMPANY LIMITED 
Head Olfices and Works: Hamilton, On1a110 
Off1Ces m 28 C1t1es Across Canada 

AUTOTRONIC~ OR ATTENDANT-OPERATED PASSENGER ELEVATORS ESCALATORS TRAV -0 -LATORS FREIGHT ELEVATORS DUMBWAITERS 

£LEVATOR MODERNIZATION & MAINTENANCE MILITARY ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS GAS Br. ELECTRIC TRUCKS BV B AKER INDUSTR I AL TRUCK DIV I S ION 
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il fail bon vivre ... 
... a l 'abri de l'hiver et de son cortege de ne ige et de fro id, 
grace au confort qu 'apporte a votre home le vitrage isolant 

POLYGLASS* 
Les vitrages a parois multiples POL YGLASS * (en glaces pol ies 
" Duplex " et en verre a vitres) assurent : 

une parfaite isolation the rmique qui se traduit par une tres sensible 
economie de chauffage 
une isolation acoustique efficace 
une plus -value certa ine a tous les immeubles 
quelle que soit leur importance 

• Ia suppression des buees et des degats dus a Ia condensation 
et permettent l'emploi des plus larges baies. 

Autres produits fabr iques : 
Les verres coules, marteles, cathedrales. imprimes et armes 
Les verre s coul es et armes athermanes FIL TRASOL * et FIL TRAG REV * 
Les verres trempes emailles PANOROC * 
• Marq ues deposees 

Ces produits sont fabriques par Ia 
S. A. LES GLACERIES DE LA SAMBRE 
principal fabr icant beige de glaces doucies et pol ies. 

LES GLACERIES DE LA SAMBRE S. A. AUVE LAIS BELGIQUE 
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classic tape.-ed aluminum 

149-S. Sculptu.-ed patte.-n 

shown. Available with a plain 

su.-face o.- Inlaid natural wood. 

Complete catalogue of railings 

and grilles available upon request. 

Permanent display - Architects 

Building, 101 Park Ave., New York, N.Y. 
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INSTITUTE NEWS 

MASSEY MEDALS 1964 

The 1964 Massey Medals competition will cake place in the 

summer and fall of next year. Presentation of the medals 

for the winning entr ies will cake place ac the N ational Gallery, 

Onawa, on N ovember 29. The awards were instituted by che 

Massey Foundation in 1950, and the lase competition was con

ducted in 196 1, when one Gold and 19 Silver Medals were 

awarded. D etails of che 1964 Competition wi ll be announced 

in January. 
The ex hi bition of 196 1 Massey Medal winners is still on tour 

in the United Scares, from November 9 to 30 at the Trade and 

Convention Centre, Philadelphia. The exhi bition travels che 

US under the ride "Contemporary Canad ian Architectu re". 

ARCHITECTURE AT THE ACAD EMY 

For the first rime, a major featu re of the Annual Exhi bition 

of the Royal Canad ian Academy of the Arrs will be examples 

of contemporary Canad ian architectu re. Submissions were con

li ned to work completed subsequent to December 31, 1959, 
and nor previous ly exhibited at Onawa. The RAIC jury of selec

tion, John Bland (F), L. E. Shore (F) and John C. Parkin (F), 

are very pleased with the number of entries, about 18 of which 

have been chosen. The Exhi bition wi ll be at the N ational Gal

lery in Ottawa from January 16 to February 9. 

RAIC EX ECUTIVE ENDORSES COMMONWEALTH 
ASSOCIATION 

The RAIC Executive Committee, meeting September 20, Jn 

Toronto, approved in principle a motion char the Institute join 

the proposed new Commonwealth Association of Architects. 

Formation of the new Association was recommended by dele

gates to a conference of Commonwealth and Overseas Allied 

Architectural Societies in London, Jul y 2 1 to 25. The RAIC 

was represented ac the confere nce by the President, John L. 
D avies (F), Gerard Venne (F) and Dr T homas H owarth (F). 

A report on the Conference by che President is being sene to 

Provincial Associations, and Mr D avies is preparing an explana

tion of the nature and aims of the Association for the December 
]ottrnal. 

The newly appointed Executive D irector of the Institute 

was introduced to members of the Executive Comm ittee by the 

President. Maurice G. Holdham, whose ride was changed to 

Executive Secretary by the Executive Committee, repon ed char 

copies of two revised booklets are now available at RAIC 

Headquarters, Onawa- "Architecture as a Vocation" and 

"Suggested Minimum yllabus of Study". 
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EX POSITION UNIVERSELLE CAN ADIEN N E 

M. Edouard Fiser (A ) a ere nomme archicecre en chef du !'Expo

sition Un iverselle Canad ienne, "Expo 6 7". Urbanisce eminent, 

originai re de Rimousk i, M. Fiser fur d ip l6me en architecture 

de !'Ecole des Beaux-An de Quebec; bou rsier du gouvernemenr 

prov incial, il a obcenu 

ensui ce le titre d'archi 

cecre dipl6me du gou

vernemen t fran~a i s a 
!'Ecole Superieure N a

cionale des Beaux Arcs 

de Pari s. Inte rn e en 

France pendant !'occu

pation allemande, de 

1940 a 1944, il y cra

vai lla pour le m inis

cere de Ia Reconstruc

tion apres Ia li bera

t io n . D e re tour au 

pays dep ui s 1945, 
M onsieur Fise r fur 

pendant plusieurs an

nees le collaborareu r 

de Monsieur Jacques 
Greber a Ia preparation du p lan d'amenagemenr de Ia vi lle 

d'Orrawa. II a de plus soumis un rapport sur l'amenagemenr de 

Ia ville de Quebec. II a ere urbanisce-conseil de p lusieurs muni 

cipalites, norammenc Baie Comeau, T hetford Mines ec Lauzon. 

II esr l'auceur du plan direcreur de l'Universire Laval et de Ia 

eire parlemenraire de Quebec. II a fa ir les plans de quaere villes 

nouvelles, Labrieville, Baie omeau nord, Gagnon ec W abush. 

Ses realisa tions les plus recentes soot l'imporranr immeuble a 
bureaux de "La Laurencienne" dans Ia vie ille capicale er le pavil 

Ion des sciences humaines de l'U niversire Lava l. 

DESIGN A WARDS FOR TOURIST FACILITIES 

The Ontario Association of Architects has instituted awards 

for excellence in design and construction of tourist facilities 

in Ontario. H otels, morels, res taurants, cockta il lounges, ski 
chalets, are among the categories listed. 

WINTERTIME CONSTRUCTION 

T he N ational Jo int Committee on W intertime Construction 

at irs annu al meeting October 7 passed a resolution concu rri ng 
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New Yale 
Mono-lock 

"Social Security" for every room in your building 
Meet the new Mono-lock, Yale 's answer to quickly and accurately on doors from ~'o/8 " to 
architectural requirements for beauty an d 2%" t hick. For complete information ask for 
range of design in knobs, lever handles and Bulletin A17R from your Yale contract hard
escutcheons. Only in Mono-locks are beauty ware distributor or write to The Yale & Towne 
and brawn, high security and ease of insta l Ia- Manufacturing Company, St. Catharines, Ont. 
tion combined so well. More than thirty func- *Registered Tradema rk 

tions make the Mono-lock first choice for 
schools, hospitals, hotels and motels. Insta lled YALE &TOWNE 

10 Journal R A I C , Novemb u 1963 



in the action of the Federal government in reducing the Muni

cipal Winter Works program co a six-months period. The Com

mirree noted char the program had been instituted with the spe

cific intention of reducing winter unemployment and not as a 

subsidy for municipal works. The new Municipal Development 

and Loan Fund is designed co assist municipalities on a year

round basis. 

Also noted were statements by John L. Davies (F), President 

RAIC, in favor of wintertime construction and on the progress 

being made by the RAIC-CCPE Architect-Engineer Joint Ad

visory Committee on Winter Employment. The Commirree, 

which mer on September 26, received a report from irs chair

man, Sidney Lirhwick, on a survey he had made of a number 

of architects and engineers. Their replies co his questions all 

contained favorable comments on winter construction, with 

photos of examples. His fellow architects were of the opinion 

char the addi tional cost of wintertime construction averaged 
five per cent. 

On the other hand, a Canadian Construction Association 
recent nation-wide survey indicated cos ts of winter construction 

were barely one per cent above normal, and chis was offset by 

revenue earned from earlier occupancy and use. 

The meeting heard Dr W. R. D ymond, Deputy Minister of 

Labor, oudine derails of rhe Municipal Winter Works Program 

for 1963-64, and plans for 45 areas of high winter unemploy

ment and for 35 Designated Development areas. Dr D ymond 

also listed four points about the new Federal bonus of 500 

for winter-built homes: 

Can we assist you in any particular 
problem in the field of exclusive lighting 
or may we send you our illustrated bro
chures? 
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1. Most of the work must be done between Dec. 1 and 

March 31. Foundations and first-floor joists may be pur into 

place before Dec. 1 and outside painting, landscaping, walks 

and driveways may be completed after March 31. 

2. The house must meet normal accepted standards for Cana
dian homes and must comply with local and prov incial regu la

tions. 

3. Each dwelling muse have four or more rooms with ade
quate heating and sanitary faciliti es and space for cooking, 

eating, living and sleeping. 

4. If work is to scare before Dec. 1, a bonus application 
muse be made by the owner or builder before Nov. 10. If work 

scares after Dec. 1, it muse be inspected before going beyond 
the first-floor joist stage. An application must be filed at lease 

15 days before inspection is desired . 
The RAIC was represented at the meeting by the Executive 

Director, Fred W. Price. 

UNITED KINGDOM NOTES 

The 1964 Annual Conference of the RIBA will be held at 

Glasgow, May 8- 11 . A welcome has been extended co any 

RAIC members who would like co attend. 

The first ins tallment of the RIBA Handbook of Architectural 

Practice and Management is now available. 

A Commonwealth Arcs Festival is co be held in Britain in 

September and October, 1965. Chairman will be the Duke of 

Edinburgh. Derai ls are avai lable from the British Council Liai

son Office, Onawa. 

Whether round , square, oval or free 

shaped as the chandeliers over the mag

nificent Piano Mobile of Montreal's Place 

des Arts, VENIN l'S master craftsmen are 

able to execute the most imaginative de

signs in glass chandeliers, sconces or 

screens. 
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LI NEAR DIFFUSER 

IMPERIALINE 

For harmony or accent on linear design concept 
H & C EXTRUDED ALUMINUM GRILLES AND DIFFUSERS 

Universal i n appl ication, for performance and 
prestige requirements, Extruded Aluminum Diffusers 
and Grilles may be used on the supply Oi' return 
portions of heating , cooling or venti lation systems. 
Constructed throughout of aluminum, H & C Diffusers 
and Grilles ore light in weight, easy to handle and 
simple to install. Units merely snap into place. 
Please write for full particulars . 
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HART & COOLEY 
MFG. CO. OF CANADA L TO. FORT ERIE, ONT. 

VANCOUVER. CALGARY. EOMONTON REGINA WINN IPEG. TORONTO. MONTREAl 
MANUfACTURER'S SALES REPRESENTATIVES 

C K HOWARD NORTH BAY ONT R H PATERSON SALES I TO ST JOH N N 8 
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FEATURES 

We are beginning to reali ze chat planni ng is the essence of a 

city 's system. Yec any attempt to establish a pattern seems to 

result in a political battle and the architect is eventually con

sulted to work with the results. In the remaining life expectancy 

of the project che owner or tenan t is left to suffer with the 

mistakes. 

The mistake in reference here is "Island Lodge" not far from 

Ottawa's City Hall (a nother island site), two or more miles 

from their future "suburban" railway station and even further 

from the strange reality of the d ifferent government groups 

located in id yllic greens like so man y things being let out co 

pasrure for the next one hundred years. 

To point out the errors of locating an old age mansion in che 

centre of a river would seem to be unnecessary. Bur as well as 

the psychological implications of separating agi ng people from 

the activi ties of city life there are physical disadvantages of the 

development. A highway had to be cu t through a quiet residen

tial neighbourhood rhus dividing the community with another 

asphalt scrip bou nded by concrete curbs and des troying a fi ne 

fresh vegetable market. T hen a bridge was necessary to smooth ly 

connect the mainland wi th the city-owned site. 

Aerial phmo of pan of the city of Otcawa. Jsland Lodge is located on Poner 
Island in the Rideau River (cen tre). ity Hall is loca ted on Green Island ( tOp 

left) with Rockcliffe Park on the right. 
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NEW 
THERMOSTATIC 
MIXING VALVE 

CONTROLS FLOW 
ANO TEMPERATURE 

fo r· showers: flow co ntrol and therm o tati c co ntrol 
of tbe watr r temperaturr are now COIHIJin ed in one 
co mpact. elcga1l t. an d rccess ible unit. rrhis valve 
is all ed the Rada 72 and is manura.c tured by 
Walker Croswcll er & Co n1 pa.ny Limited, England. 

CANADIAN COMPANY: 

P.O. BOX 380 
Telephone- Area 416 

MARKHAM, ONTARIO 
Number 294-2173 

WC-1 
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Porter Jsland with new bridge and roadway in the foreground. 

representS a COSt o ( 8,72 0 a bed (o r <he 260 bed projec1. 

Many people are studying che problem of housing chose who 

cannot have a choice. It would be very different co believe chat 

chis pro ject was a result of these studies. Alread y che owners and 

interested committees are working cowards a solution of che 

basic mistakes. " . .. oil painting, copper and aluminum work, 

rug making, .. . discussion groups, a band or choral group 

and sing-a-longs are being planned. " The auxiliary hopes co 

develop a regular "friend " for each resident. Ocher possibilities 

for chis "Hilcon Estate" would include imported sands, with 

sun shades and a wire fence around - co keep the children off 

and prevent che islanders from swimming in contaminated 

waters. "Island Lodge is not an old people's home -

residence for people over 60." 

COMPETITION 

A competition open co British Commonwealth Architects (and 

approved by the RAIC) is announced for a new grandstand and 

ancillary buildings ac Ipoh, Perak, Malaysia. Assessors are W . I. 

Shipley, ARIBA and A. A. Geeraercs, ARIBA, and premiums 

are: first S£3,000; second S£ 1,500 ; and third S£750. Lase dace 

for questions is Feb. 15, and closing dace is June 7, 1964. Con

ditions are obtainable from the Chairman, Perak Turf Club, 

P.O. Box 183, Ipoh, Perak, Malaysia on deposit (returnable) 

o f S£5. 

BANFF SESSION '64 

While derails had nor been officially received prior co going 

co press, che Alberta Association of Architects is p lanning for 

Banff Session '64 co be held ac che Ban ff School of Fine Arcs 

March 2 1-26. The theme of the session will be "University 

Architectu re", and ic is understood that Thomas . Creighcon , 

former edicor of Progressive Architecture and now a partner 

in John Carl W arnecke and Associates in Los Angeles has accept

ed an invitation co participate. Further details of the 1964 

Sessions wi ll be published when received . 
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Our Lady, Queen of the World 
Narthex to Nave 
Richmond Hill, Ontario 
Gilleland & Jm1iss, Architects 
B. J. Arnold, Planning Consultant 

APPLICATION DETAILS 
for LCN NO. 4010 SMOOTHEE ® SERIES DOOR CLOSERS 

shown on opposite page 

1. In corners a "Smoothee" takes less space than 
most doorknobs between door and wall 

2. Degree of door opening possible depends mostly 
on mounting; type of trim and size of butt used 

3. Arm of " Smoothee" is formed to avoid conflict 
with almost any trim 

4. Joints in arm and shoe make it easy to vary 
height of shoe as needed for beveled trim 

5. Closing power is raised or lowered by reversing 
shoe and/ or varying spring adjustment 

NOTE: Interior doors shown in foreground are 
equipped with LCN 300 Series Concealed In-door 
Closers. 

Complete Catalogue on Request-No Obligation 
LCN CLOSERS OF CANADA, L TO ., 
P. 0 . BOX 100, PORT CREDIT, ONTARIO. 

Journal R A I C , November 1963 
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Moderalev-One of three pace -setting 
lever "handle" designs in Russwin Unilocs. 
Other dist inctive designs in knobs and 
escutcheons ava i lable, too. Rugged " unit" 
construction. See your Russwin Distributor. 

To accent 
your 

• 

creative 
design ... 

.. . the doo rware 
that lives up to your reputation 

RUSSWIN LOCK DIVI SION - BELLEVILLE, ONTARIO 

Journo/ R A I C, No vember 1963 



BOOK REVIEWS 

TOWNSCAPE by Gordon Cu llen. The Architectural 

London, 1961. 315 pages, illus. index. 56s. 

Townscape cou ld be descr ibed as the art of explo iting both the 

relationship of buildings to each ocher, and the potentiali ti es 

of the spaces around them ; the aim bei ng co create, in three 

di mensional terms, a meaningful environment - appreciated 

as one walks through it. 

An early advocate of this aspect of planning was Cami llo 

Sine. His "Art of Building Cities", published cowards the end 

of the 19th Century, was one of the first books co put forward 

theories co explain the visual enjoyment received from the inter

relationship of buildings, squares, fountains, and ocher urban 

elements. Various p lan ners and writers have since touched on 

derailed aspects of the subject, and for several years The Archi

tectttral Review has carried illustrated articles and sensitive 

proposals by Gordon Cu llen on contemporary problems of this 

nature. These have now been supplemented and publ ished as 
a casebook. 

Initially described are the basic elements of townscape (enclos

ure, foca l point, mystery, continui ry, and so on) elaborated with 

many examples. Studies of existing towns follow, and finally 

the principles are applied in proposals for various areas. As 

readers of The Architecttl-r<tl R eview will know, Gordon Cullen 

is one of the most versatile draftsmen of our rime. By means of 

many brilliant drawings, in several media, and by means of a 

vast collection of very clear photographs, which include what 

not co do as well as correct examples, the author helps to open 

the reader's eyes to this derailed bur simultaneously wider aspect 
of architecture. 

This is nor a book of advanced theory, and it does nor attempt 

co resolve all the vast questions wi th which architecture and 

planning are at present faced. Bur it overcomes the danger of 

emphasis only in terms of feeding and housing rhe world 's ex

panding population, in terms of the effects of mass jet rranspor

rarion, in terms of large span structures with controlled environ

ment, and in terms of programming for the computer, leaving 

many unresolved corners in our immediate environment. It is 

these chat are the concern of townscape. Jonas Lehrman 

Journol R A I C, November 1963 
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TH E EARLY FURNITURE OF FRENCH CANADA by 

Jean Palardy. T ranslated from the French by Eric McLean ; 

MacMillan of Canada, Toronto, 1963 (printed in France). 404 

pages. 17.50. 

This is a very handsome book, and one's thanks go first co the 

author, but no less to the Canada Cou ncil and rhe Ministry of 

Cultural Affairs of the Province of Quebec "with whose support 

chis hisrory of French Canada has been published". I am frank 

in saying chat I do not have a more beautiful book in my library, 

and while it may seem expensive to some, they can be assured 

char it is a bargain at the price, and irs value will increase as this 

ed ition goes out of print. 

The book is a mine of informacion for the discriminating reader, 

but even for chose who perhaps will see French Canadian furni

ture for the first rime, rhe layout is such th'at one can dip into 

it at any section with p leasure. Briefly, rhe plan is one of three 

brief introductions, after which one is in the body of the book 

with scores of illustrations (a t leas t a dozen in colour), each 

piece as documented as painstaking research over many years 

will allow, followed by a no less interesting section of 20 pages 

dealing with fabrics , iron and brasswork, identification of woods, 

and kindred subjects. 

The section headed conclusion covers such subjects as lists of 

master-wood workers, woodwork and carvers, locksmiths, and a 

g lossary of French Canadian terms. 

Mr Palardy srates in his introduction that "the work is 

limi ted to Canadian furnirure in the French traditional manner, 

from rhe 17th enru ry co the first part of the· 19th Century 

when it ceased to exist". Limited it may be co that period but 

whether one's curiosi ty is for the rich and beautiful armoire 

or rhe homely wash-stand - all are there. 

Criticism of any section of this valuable book would seem an 

im pertinence, bur as an architect, reviewer, I would wish to see 

better sketches of the Quebec house and a clearer delineation 

Pl:t[c.: (, 7 from T be f:t~rly Furniture of Prenr/; Cmwdfl. 
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concrete masonry units 
described on the front of this page 

Rtl U S Pat 011, U II. , Cauda, Other Fo1to1n Countnu b~ lHE BURNS & RUSSEll CO, 

have been used in all building types throughout Canada 

... in hospitals ... in public utilities 

... in commercial buildings ... in schools 

... available through these licensed manufacturers 

GENERAL CONCRETE Ltd. 
P.O. Box 46, Station "C" 
Area Code 416 

Hamilton, Ontario 

549-4125 

BRICK. TILE & 
LUMBER CO ., LTD. 

W i n n ip e g 1 , M a n i t o b a 
Are a Code 204 SPru c e 4-5581 EDCON 

Area Code 613 

Edmonton Concrete Block Co., Ltd. 
7425120th Avenu.e 
Area Code 403 

Edmonton, Alberta 
GRanite 9-3261 



of mouldings wi thout the interference of hatching (pages 48 

and 49). I suppose we can assume that fan decoration on a 

Quebec door or on an Ontario tombstone stems from the 

brothers Adam, but I would hesitate co call a corner cupboard 

"American Chippendale Style", when the connexion with 

Chippendale is obscure indeed - Mr Palardy is on safer ground 

in various references co "English Influence". 

W e have heard a lot lately of French Canadian culture, but 

for most of us that means a knowledge and appreciation of the 

architecture of Quebec. Mr Palardy has opened our eyes to 

another aspect of French Canadian culture that must leave us, 

in the rest of Canada, with a feeling of real humility when we 

consider our achievements in the field of furniture and the 

objects of daily use. It is true that, for the eastern provinces, we 

started where they stopped, but where we produced a domestic 

architecture in the Maritimes and Ontario not inferior co the 

architecture of Quebec, we failed co produce comparable 
craftsmen. 

With the success of this most excellent book, I hope the Mac

Millan Company will be encouraged co reprint a former tri

umph- Prof. Ramsay Traquair's "Architecture of the Province 

of Quebec". B.R.A. 

LE FONCTIONNALISME DANS L'ARCHITECTURE CON

TEMPORAINE, par Ch. A. Sfaellos, Editions Vicent, Freal & 

Co., Paris 1952. Un volume de 350 pages, illustre de 26 plan

ches hors-texte et de nombreuses vignettes. $8.00 . 

II y a deja di x ans que ce volume est paru, mais iJ n'a rien perdu 

de son acrualite et de son interet. II s'agic d'une these etablissant 

que les principes et Ia philosophie de !'Architecture contempo

raine ne sonc pas nouveaux comme certains le pretendent, mais 

qu 'a routes les epoques, a !'apogee des differents styles, les 

archi tects om applique, dans Ia composition des monuments, 

route Ia somme des sciences ec des techniques donc disposait Ia 

civilisation a cette epoque. La cache de l'architecte, en effet, est 

de donner une forme esthetique et expressive aux elements de 

Ia composition, en puisant dans le repertoire des materiaux et 

des techniques disponibles. 

L'auteur moncre comment on s'est acquitte de cette tache au 

cours des ages, et c'est principalement a !'aide de !'architecture 

byzantine, heritiere de Ia Grece et de !'Orient, qu'il illustre sa 

these. A chaque epoque, hormis les periodes de decadence, 

!'architecture a repondu aux besoins pratiques, fonctionnels, de 

meme qu'a !'ideal religieux et culture! de Ia civilisation. Nous 

voyons coujours, sous Ia diversite des formes !'union intime du 

contenu de !'edifice avec les moyens de construire et Ia plastique 

adaptee aux necessites d 'ordre materiel. II n 'y aurait done rien 

de nouveau sous le solei!. 

La technique est le moyen indispensable a Ia realisation d'une 

oeuvre architecturale mais non point son essence creatrice. Le 

facteur determinant de !'architecture, ce furent et ce sont 

toujours les besoins a satisfaire, mais !'architecture transcende 

les techniques ; elle exalte et sublimise Ia forme pour la rendre 

significative. 

L'auteur fait d 'abord une analyse critique de differences philo-
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sophies de !'architecture pour etablir sa these, qui consiste a 
prouver que Ia finali te de !'oeuvre doit s'identifier avec le con

tenu expressif, et que ce principe, qu'on nomme aujourd'hui 

fonctionnalisme, a coujours prevalu dans !'architecture d'autre

fois comme dans celle d'aujourd'hui. Denis Tremblay 

LE LIVRE D'ARCHITECTURE MODERNE, par Michel 

Ragon. (Robert Latfonc, Editeur, Paris 1958). 356 pages. $6.3 0. 

Comme le precedent, ce livre est un ouvrage de vulgarisation 

destine au grand public. L'auteur prend souvenc le con de Ia 

polemique ou du manifeste pour exalter les meri tes et Ia valeur 

inconcestables de !'architecture d'aujourd 'hui, comme si sa vic

w ire n'etait pas assuree conrre l'academisme, pourranc mort 

depuis une vingtaine d 'annees, du moins au Nouveau Monde. 

Cest a Ia fois une hiscoire et une philosophie de l'architecrure 

moderne dans ses rapports Fee les recherches des ingenieurs, 

des peintres et des sculpteurs. 

Ce livre se lit comme un roman, et !'auteur nous communique, 

du commencement a Ia fin, l'enthousiasme des createurs de 

!'architecture de notre epoque en meme temps qu 'il nous fait 

!'analyse des oeuvres maltresses de ces pionniers. Un chapitre 

est en effet consacre aux grands constructeurs de XXe siecle: 

F. L. Wright, Auguste Perret, Walter Gropius, Mies Van D er 

Robe, Le Corbusier, Richard Neutra. L'urbanisme tient tout 

naturellemenc une place de choix dans ce texte alene et bien 

documente. Enfin, un panorama de !'architecture de XXe siecle 

a travers le monde nous presence un bilan fort impressionnant. 

des grandes realisations de notre temps dans !'art de batir. 

Une lecture stimulante et profi table. Denis Tremblay 

L'ISLAM D 'ESPAGNE, par Henri Terrasse. (Librairie Plon, 

Paris 1958). 300 pages. $4.80. 

Pour mieux connaitre et comprendre l'Espagne, il faut etudier 

!'influence que huit siecles d'occupacion islamique y ont laisse 

dans les arts et les moeurs. Le beau volume de H enri Terrasse, 

d 'une lecture facile et captivance, apporte des lumieres originales 

et nouvelles sur !a brillance civilisation de cette longue periode 

marquee des luttes de la reconquete et de periodes de rreves 

et de collaboration. Cest en Espagne que !'Orient et !'Occident, 

l'lslam et Ia Chretience, ont eu leurs concacts les plus p rolonges, 

les plus intimes et les plus feconds, et c'est a Cordoue, a Seville 

et a Grenade surtout qu'on peut admirer les monuments les plus 

parfaits et les mieux conserves de !'architecture mauresque a 
!'apogee de son raffinemenc. 

Le touriste qui se propose de visiter l'Espagne ne peut mieux 

faire, avanc son depart, que de lire l'ouvrage que nous recom

mandons, et !'amateur ou le specialiste d'hiscoire de !'art y 

trouvera Ia solution de maint problemes restes pour lui plus ou 

moins obscurs sur les origines et les emprunts de !'art islamique 

en Espagne et !'influence qu 'il a exerce sur !'art roman du midi 
de Ia France. 

L'ouvrage est illustre de cinquante hors-texces et de soixante

cinq dessins in-texte. Denis Tremblay 
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LEGAL NOTES 

THE ARCHITE CT'S RI GHT IN HIS PLA NS 
by Norman Melnick 
When an owner client retains an archi
tect to design a building, after preliminary 
meetings wherein the owner imparts to 
the architect his own ideas, expectations 
and purposes, the architect sets his imagi
nation and skill to work in the prepara
tion of detailed drawings, plans, and spe
cifications. Out of this relationship two 
distinct legal rights emerge: one in favour 
of the owner client; the other, for the 
benefit of the architect. 

Apart from any special agreement be
tween the architect and the owner, the 
plans prepared by the architect belong to 
the owner but it is the architect who owns 
the copyright of the plans and also of the 
design embodied in the completed build
ing. The owner may not, therefore, re
produce the plans or repeat the design in 
any other new building without the archi
tect's consent. The owner, on the other 
hand, obtains the exclusive right to have 
his building erected according to the 
architect's p lans and the architect cannot, 
without the consent of his client, permit 
third parties to erect a building to the 
same plans. 

Under the Copyright Act, the architect 
obtains a copyright for his plans as "liter
ary work", which phrase is defined in the 
Act as including sketches and drawings. 
He also obtains a copyright for an "archi
tectural work of art", which is defined as 
meaning "any building or structure hav
ing an artistic character or design ... " The 
copyright is automatic and need not be 
perfected by registration. However, the 
work must be original in the sense that, 
while it need not be completely novel, it 
must not be a slavish copy of the work 
of someone else. The copyright does not 
subsist in the fin ished bui lding itself but 
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rather, it exists in the innate conception or 
the artistic character of the design, so that 
the proprietary interest afforded an archi
tect under our laws is twofold - in his 
p lans as a "literary work" and in the com
pleted building or structure as "an archi
tectural work of art" . 

Furthermore, under our laws, the copy
right for an architectural work belongs to 
the architect as the person who is the 
author of the design and it is the archi
tect, therefore, and not the builder or con
tractor, who is the author of the archi tec
tural work. The architect prepares his 
p lans as originals and even though he 
issues copies to the owner and the builder 
or contractor for his assistance and guid
ance, these p lans always remain the archi
tect's property. H e can demand the return 
ro him of all issued copies of the plans and 
even where such copies are not returned, 
his right in them continues and prevails 
against all others. 
This right enables an architect ro sue any
one who infringes on his property and 
while in the architectural context a suit 
for infringement of a copyright can never 
give rise to the obtaining of an injunction 
either to halt the construction of a bui ld
ing in progress or, if it is completed, to 
ordering its demolition, an infringement 
suit does result in the remedy of an award 
in damages. Infringement consists in the 
construction of a building in accordance 
wi th the plans prepared by the architect. 
Merely tak ing a photograph or preparing 
a drawing or painting of the completed 
building does not, however, amount to 
an infringement as long as such reproduc
tion is not in the nature of an archi tec
tural drawing or plan of the building, 
which would, of course, constitute an in
fringement of the architect's copyright. 

DISTRIBUTORS 
THROUGHOUT 

CANADA 
Evans Building Products Ltd. 
3628 Burnsland Road 
Tel' CHestnut 3-5506 
Calgary, Alberta 

Evans Building Products Ltd. 
11226 • 156th Street 
Tel , HU . 9-5581 
Edmonton, Alberta 

B. T. Leigh 
736 Newport Avenue 
Tel, EV. 3-9685 
Victoria, B.C . 

Acme Sash & Door Co. Limited 
400 Des Meurons Street 
Tol' CHapel 7-1171 
St. Boniface, Manitoba 

Geo. H. Belton Lumber Co. Limited 
313 Rectory Street 
Tel' GEneral 2-3731 
London, Ontario 

Mac Sa unders & Company limited 
127 Hickory Street 
Te l ' 722-8335 & 722-8336 
Ottawa 1, Ontario 

Belton Lumber Company Limited 
Devine Street 
Tel' Digby 4-3637 
Sarnia, Ontario 

Pella Products Company, 
Division of 
Overhead Door Co. of Toronto, limited 
289 Berinp Avenue 
Tel ' BElmont 9-3077 
Toronto 18, Ontario 

Dial Distributors limited 
3008 Tecumseh Road East 
Tel ' 948-2121 
Windsor, Ontario 

M. F. Schurman Company, limited 
P.O. Box 1390 
Tel' 436-2265 
Summerside, P.E.I. 

Pe lla Quebec lim itee 
6252 St. Lawrence Blvd. 
Tel' CRescent 2-5781 
Montrea llO, Quebec 

Jacques Chalifour Enrg. 
2485 chemin St. Louis 
Tel ' 681-6258 
Quebec 6, P.Q. 

Evans Building Products Ltd. 
1213 Winnipeg Street 
Tel, JO. 8-1653 
Regina, Saskatchewan 

ROLSCREEN COMPANY, 
PELLA, IOWA 
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GLASS DOORS 
PELLA ALSO MAKES QUALITY WOOD 

CASEMENT AND MULTI-PURPOSE 

WINDOWS, WOOD FOLDING DOORS AND 

PARTITIONS AND ROLSCREENS 

R 0 L 5 C R E E N 
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The big differenc_e b egins 
where the glass ends 
PELLA SLIDING GLASS DOORS with frames of real WOOD say 
home to your clients. And, wood frames can be finished 
or painted to go with any decorative schemes- inside 
and outside. Wood frames eliminate condensation, too. 
Stainless steel and wool pile weather stripping combine 
to provide exceptional weathertightness. Screens close 
automatically. Removable muntin bars are available in 
regular or diamond shapes to add the traditional touch. 
o, ox, xo, oxo and oxxo combinations in 33", 45" and 
57" glass widths. Custom sizes, too. Ask your PELLA 

representative to show you a sectional sample of wood 
frames with steel "T" reinforcement. Consult your 
classified telephone directory or the Canadian distrib
utor list which appears at the left. 

COMPANY • PELLA, IOWA 
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FRANKl FACTS 

CLIENT : 
Roman Catholic Archdiocese of 
Edmonton 

STRUCTURE : 
St. Joseph's Cathedral 

ARCHITECT : 
Henri S. Labelle, Montreal 

CONTRACTOR : 
Christensen and MacDonald ltd., 
Edmonton 

SOILS CONSULTANT : 
R. M. Hardy and Associates ltd ., 
Edmonton 

NUMBER OF FRANKl UNITS : 
265 Mega Piles 
78 Pipe Piles 

WORKING LOADS : 
20 Tons to SO Tons 

AVERAGE DEPTH Of PILES : 
31 '- 0" below outside grade 

SOIL DEPTH 
DESCRIPTION fT 

TOPSOIL 

CLAY BROWN 
GREY 

MEDIUM STiff 
HIGHLY PLASTIC 

NUGGET 
STRUCTURE 

VI:RY MOIST 

SAND POCKETS 
~LTV 

13 
14 

18 

"'siL.,..T -:G"'RE""v "'sR:::ow=N-+ 22 

SLIGHTLY PLASTIC 
24 

CLAY nLL 
BROWN 
SANOY MOIST. 
COAL POCKETS 

30 
31 

U U..CO NIII'II D ( OMI''I U IVI )UINGIM 
Ol()I)IUII (0!'<HNI 
OYN &,.I( (0>1( OtNIIIOMllll 11""1~ 

SOIL 
P1!0PERTIES 

28 

108 
150 

CATHEDRAL GIVEN NEW FOUNDATION 
WITHOUT INTERRUPTION TO SERVICES 
Problem 

In 1924, the Archdiocese of Edmonton began construction on a new cathedral, the 
episcopal seat for a large area of central Alberta . After the basement was completed, the 
project was interrupted by the depression and World War II. The work was not taken up 
again until 1960, when the original foundation footings and basement walls were underpinned. 

In the intervening years, the existing work had been observed to move under load with 
changes in sub-soil moisture content and the first foundations were found to be inadequate 
to support the large superimposed loads intended with the construction of the cathedral 
superstructure. 

The problem then was to stabilize the existing work and provide additional capacity 
for new loads by lowering the foundations to a soil bearing layer of sufficient strength. 

Solution 
Soils information was augmented by dynamic cone penetration tests to assess the in situ 

resistance of the soil below footing level and determine absolute refusal for piles. The glacial 
till layer was known to exist at 24 feet, but maximum resistance in this soil was not reached 
until 31 feet, or 7 feet below the till surface. This soft condition in the upper till was due 
to past weathering and subsequent access by water. 

Franki designed a new foundation on 6", 8" and 10" " Mega" Piles to underpin the 
original structure. In preparing the layout, careful consideration was given to a balanced 
design as related to existing and future loads. 

The Mega Piles were installed by cutting trap doors in the floor system, excavating beneath 
the footing and jacking the piles in short lengths to refusal depth where they were held under 
working load until all settlement had taken place. The lack of reaction for jacking, in some cases, 
necessitated the reliance on arching action in the structure and some calculated available loads 
were exceeded by a s much as 70%. 

After preloading , the piles were wedged beneath the footing s to take up the existing load. 
The wedging was then concreted into a cap. Excavated soil had to be stored inside the cathedral 
and the entire project, carried on over a period of 7 months, was done without interruption to 
divine se rvices. 

Franki has the " RIGHT FOUNDATION FOR EVERY STRUCTURE" . 

PIIARJIII 
OF CANADA LIMITED 
Heod Off ice : 187 GRAHAM BLVD . , MONTREAl 16 , P . Q . 

QUEBEC OTTAWA TORONTO EDMONTON VANCOUVER 

Literature • This 
series of job high
lights, as well as 
other descriptive 
literature, will be 
sent to you upon 
request to Frankl 
of Canada ltd., 
187 Graham Blvd ., 
Montreal 16, P.Q. 



TWINliTE® AND 
MUlTI-PURPOSE 

WINDOWS 
PELLA ALSO MAKES QUALITY WOOD 

CASEMENT WINDOWS, WOOD FOLDING 
DOORS AND PARTITIONS, WOOD SLIDING 

GLASS DOORS AND ROLSCREENS 

Cottage 
tomorrow 

charm up-dated for 
and years to come 

The only traditional thing about these PELLA WOOD TWINLITE® 

and MP WINDOWS is appearance. In price and quality they are 
designed for right now! Start with the double-hung effect. It 
looks good on this awning type window. Specify them singly, 
stacked, in ribbons or as casements. Regular or diamond muntin 
bars snap in and out to speed painting and cleaning. Self-storing 
screens and storms plus stainless steel weatherstripping 
contribute to the year 'round efficiency of heating and air
conditioning. Sash locks in 10 positions with GLIDE-LOCK® under
screen operator (roto operators, too). For full information consult 
your PELLA distributor listed in the classified telephone directory 
or in the list on page 22. 

R 0 L S C R E E N COMPANY • PELLA, IOWA 
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• • • over 1,000,000 times 
without breaking down ! 
Rugged testing to answer Architects 

demands for a Performance Standard 

We slammed the doors against a racking block using the full spnng force of a 
closer with no hydraulic checking action. This severest test of any door's 
strength was conducted by The Warnock Hersey Company Ltd ., an independent 
Canadian testing laboratory. 

The Kawn eer 190 door was slammed 1,000,000 times! The report shows there 
were no cracks, corner damage, loose bolts, broken welds or twisted rails. 
There was no damage nor sign of wear to the hinges and fastenings. Clearances 
at head, jamb and sill remained constant. Diagonal dimensions were unchanged 
-proof the 190 didn't sag. The lock-in glass stops were still tight. 

We also tested a door of a well known competitor, one of screw and spline 
corner construction, in Kawneer's Research Department. ''Th is door failed at 
less than 1,000 slams." 

In addition, we subjected models of the same doors to the tortuous dual 
moment lever arm and torque test .. . applying forces of common door failu re. 
The corner of the 190 door held fast against a load of 220 pounds. The competi
tive door, tested in Kawneer's Research Department ripped apart at 40 pounds. 
Aren 't these good reasons to specify the Kawneer 190? 

Copies of performance specifications and test reports are available to architects who write on 
their Company 's letterhead. 

Rack-proof ... The strongest corner construction ever! 
Welded 4 times under stress ... at both joints and through top 
and bottom holes in the rail to a secured reinforcement. 

xawneer 
Kawne er Company Canada Limited 

L a Comp agnie Kawneer du Qu ebec 

Toronto , Ont a rio 

St. Laurent , P. Q. 
Div ision s of Am e rican Me tal Climax lncorpc rate d 

W ear-proof ... Self-Aligning Ball -Bearing Pivots. Builfi n 
vertical adjustments. Self-aligning greased and sealed ball
bearings guarantee proper function in any job cond ition. 
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"Everyone's switching to Canadian products" 

ONTARIO GOVERNMENT 
28 

SPECIFY 
CANADIAN 

When you specify products that are made 
i n Canada, you help c reate jobs for 
Canadians. The buoyancy of our whole 
economy depends upon day-to - day 
decisions by all of the people of Ontario. 

Sometimes imported products are pur
chased out of habit- the specifier simply 

doesn't know that there is a Canadian item 
that fills the requirements equally well. 

Many others responsible for large purchases 
are still under the impression that imported 
goods are innately superior. This is not true. 

Canadian design and technology haVe 
improved so markedly that Canadian-made 
goods are for the most part equal, if not 
superior, to imported goods. When you 
specify, ask yourself, "Is it made in Canada?" 

If not , see if you can find a {9 
Canadian equiva lent. When you 
specify "Canadian" you help 
yourself, your neighbour and the 
whole economy. 

MORE 
OPPORTUNITY 

RADE CRUSADE. 
Journa l R A I C , November 1963 
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Southern, Marshall & Bell 
NEW SCHOOL STAGES FOR OLD by 
James H. Miller/Hub Electric Company Inc., 
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CRITICISM, BELGRADE THEATRE, 
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RECHERCHES POUR UNE NOUVELLE 
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THE OPEN STAGE by Richard Southern 
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LITTLE THEATRES FOR MODEST 
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TRAITE DE SCENOGRAPHIE by Pierre 
Sonrel/Lieutier, Paris 
NEW GERMAN THEATRES AND CON
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~yal Alexandra Theatre 
At its best, the theatre quickens and makes visible the texture and 
tempo of urban life. Even in the O'Keefe where the lumpenproletariat 
by their thousands goggle at the Trooping of the Colour or the Last 
Days of Pompeii, the swirl of the crowds as they pause, disperse, re
form, and cluster in the lobbies and lounges brings a sense of occa
sion to the glass and steel. 

But for the authentic stage-craft of total theatre do try the new I old 
Royal Alex. From the footman - with high-crowned, felted hat, 
frogged, gold-laced, and braided in resplendant livery - shutting 
the door of the Lincoln Continental, to the gossiping, brittle and 
incandescent glitter of the lobby, alive with chattering character 
assassination and the latest word, there is here no split between 
house and stage, between public and actor. 

And how nice that the Louis XVI Lounge, or the Queen Anne 
Room, provides just the suitable mantel for the elbow of the ever 
so clever, elegantly tailored and soft shoe'd young man as he dis
courses learnedly of the play and of life. Musky with the scent of 
big money and brutal power these lobbies and lounges rustle with 
the swish of silk and the purr of ermine. The lighting, high keyed 
and brilliant, limns the powdered, haggard face and portly florid 
jowl, so that, however poor the play, the theatre of the audience, 
dispersed along the ramped planes of the house, holds the eye trans
fixed at the delicious spectacle of our betters at play. 

This is all a marvellous fantasy world, in which scintillating chan
deliers provide a prism'd accent to the globe or close meshed sphere 
of the house, where in serried ranks and in defiance of gravity the 
audience clings to the steeply pitched glacis of circle and balcony. 
Throughout the house, maroon and muted upholstered seating with 
gilded trim, felted walls, and soft carpeting provide a rich and 
opulent background to the portentous brilliant red and white livery 
of the ushers. The proscenium arch, newly painted in white and 
gold, makes full use of the tortured rocaille plastetwork to extend 
the effective range of the make-believe world of the stage. 

And marvel of marvels, for those who remember that long and 
dismal Kafka climb to the upper balcony, the corridors are resilient 
with carpeting and the walls are alive with a ruminative recall of 
the greats of the theatre world. In place of that chilling gas chamber 
which was deemed suitable to the thin and intellectual intermission, 
now there is a new and handsome lounge. 

Now, this has been a very considerable achievement indeed, and 
Honest Ed Mirvish deserves a great big hand for his effort to pre
serve the Royal Alex - and not merely preserve it but enliven 
and rebuild it. But what is difficult to grasp is just how this near 
destruction of the theatre came about. It does seem that there will 
continue to be a need for the theatre of the scale of the Royal Alex 
which very nicely fills the gap between the immense opus - such as 
might be staged at the O'Keefe - at one extreme and the repertory 
or semi-professional effort at the other. 

Of course, the whole concept of the theatre as a baroque milieu 
for elegant social snobbery and opulent display is perhaps silly but 
it really is extraordinarily good fun, and does serve to heighten the 
sense of occasion which is so critical a part of the evening out. Here 
once again we can see a clear demonstration of the value to our cities 
of buildings which can adapt and adjust co new needs. Too often we 
cheerfully tear down structures which could be saved with the exer
cise of a little wit and imagination; buildings which because of their 
special quality and style bring something of the elegance of a less 
hurried and harassed epoch into the fabric and life of our cities. 

Text by ]ames Acland 
Sketches by Yvonne Hancock 

Renovations by Allward & Gouinlock, Architects 
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La Grande Salle/Place des Arts 

LA GRANDE SALLE / PLACE DES ARTS, MONTREAL ARCHITECTS / AFFLECK, DESBARATS 
DIMAKOPOULUS, LEBENSOLD, MICHAUD, SISE • PARTNER IN CHARGE / FRED LEBENSOLD 
ENGINEERS • STRUCTURAL/ BROUILLET & CARMEL • MECHANICAL/McDOUGALL & FRIEDMAN 
CONSULTANTS • ACOUSTICAL/BOLT, BERANEK AND NEWMAN, INC/N. ] . PAPPAS & ASSOCIATES 
SEATING/ BEN SCHLANGER· STAGE/ DONALD OENSLAGER • INTERIOR/ HENRI BEAULAC • GENERAL 
CONTRACTORS/QUEMONT-DURANCEAU 

On the 21st of September, 1963, the first completed element 

of Montreal's Place des Arts was opened to the public. Known 

as the Grande Salle, or Concert Hall, it occupies the dominant 

position in a project which, when completed, will include a 

theatre, a Petite Salle, restaurants, and conservatory. Bounded 

by St Catherine Street on the south, Ontario Street on the north, 

and Jeanne Mance and St Urbain Streets on the west and east, 

the site is an escarpment of high ground originally known as 

the Plateau. The Grande Salle today rises to approximately the 

same elevation as did the original buildings. 

This site is an admirable location for the project since the area 

to be occupied by the cultural centre was for many years con

sidered as a "no man's land" between the eastern (or predomi

nantly French) and western (or predominantly English) parts 

of the city. In the heart of the commercial centre of the city, 

on busy St Catherine Street, the site was the location of a school 

which provided an interruption to the business activities on 

that thoroughfare - one of the conditions that our scheme 

attempted to rectify. 

Our terms of reference for the design were embodied in an 

economic study prepared for our client, the Sir Georges-Etienne 

Cartier Corporation. The main elements of the master plan 

which we were requested to study were the concert hall seating 

approximately 3,000, a theatre for 1,200 to 1,500, a chamber 

music hall for 500 persons, plus conference facilities and 

underground garages. In our master plan, as prepared originally, 

in 1959, we had to consider leavi ng two buildings (the Inter

national Ladies Garment Workers ' Union Building, and the 

Woodhouse Building at the south-east corner of the site) on the 

proposed si te. Despite the problems presented by the presence 

of these two existing buildings, our firm has produced a sym

metrical composition about a plaza placed in the centre around 

which the other buildings of the complex are to be grouped. 

This interior plaza would, in the European tradition, provide a 

focus for the other buildings which would not necessarily need 

to reflect the appearance of the main element, the Concert Hall, 

but would complement each other and provide a total enclosure 

away from the busy commerciality of St Catherine Street. The 

plaza could, in addition, be used for outdoor performances and 

other such activities on some occasions. 
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The original plan was also to continue the commercial identity 

of St Catherine Street by extending scores, restaurants, banks, 

etc., along it on the outside of the southern boundary of the 

plaza, thus providing the long-missing link between the eastern 

and western sections of the commercial artery (and a source of 

revenue to the owning corporation). 

It is hoped that when the project is eventually completed it 

will provide a healthy stimulant for further redevelopment in 

the area surrounding it. Indeed, there are signs that this is 

already taking place. The construction of the metro, which 

follows Ontario Street at the northern border of the site, will 

provide a subway station at the north western corner of the 

project. The widening of Ontario and Jeanne Mance Streets 

has resulted in open space for redevelopment, and eventually 

the City of Montreal, which homologated wide strips of land 

facing the project, will provide an extended view from the 

Grande Salle south co Dorchester Boulevard. 
Vehicular and pedestrian traffic have been studied at length, 

based on the circulation to the u-nderground garages placed on 

the east and west sides of the Concert Hall. The design of those 

garages was en trusted to the architectural firm of David, Barott, 

Boulva, who have co-ordinated their project with the Grande 

Salle. Because of climatic conditions during our long winters 

and the importance we placed on motor vehicle access to the 

building, a special arrival lobby has been provided, also below 

the plaza, for those arriving at performances in taxis and chauf

feur driven automobiles. Off this lobby is located the ticket 

office, open at all times, even when the hall is closed, enabling 

the convenient purchase of tickets for future performances. 

The Grande Salle itself is a multi-purpose hall; since it is de

signed as an opera house it contains the very important bulk of 

the stage house within it. We have endeavoured to produce a 

building with a greater feeling of unity than many opera build

ings built to-date. To this end we combined the volume of the 

stage house with that of the "house" or auditorium. This large 

dominant mass is supported by a horse-shoe colonnaded element 

containing the lounges and a smaller element on the Ontario 

Street side containing the backstage facilities. 

The most important decision affecting the crystallization of 

the design was the decision on the disposition of the main 

seating areas. In the auditorium section, the seating areas are 
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PLAN A 
I grand foyer. 2 vestiaire, cloakroom. 3 foyer, lounge. 4 panerre. 5 fosse d'or· 

chestre, orchestra pit . 6 dcssous de Ia scene, upper pan of trap room . 7 foyer 

des musicicns, musicians' lounge. 8 bureau, o ffi ce . 9 loges d'anistes , dressi ng 

rooms. I 0 remise, stOrage. 1 I vestiaire des musiciens , musicians' locker room. 

12 vide de Ia chaufferie , upper pan of boi ler room. 

d ivided inro an orchestra level containing approximately 1,400 

sea ts, three balconies containing approximately 400 sears each, 

with boxes accommodating 200 people. A further developmenr 

of this decision was in the agreement ro use conrinenral searing 

on the main floor of the aud irorium. T he continental seating, 

because of its very narure, generated entrances and exits on the 

rwo sides of the body of the sears, thus creating the need for 

imporranr side lounges. The continental seating which we used 

on the orches tra level and on the rop bale on y level has proved 

itself ro be very successful and we have discovered that the hall 

can be emptied in approximately five minutes. In addition ro 

grea ter safety, the continenral seating pattern, decided upon 

with our seating consultant, Mr Ben Schlanger, prov ides an 

increased degree of comforr, intimacy and am biance with the 

performers. ince deep balconies generall y create a serious 

acous tical and psychological problem, we have endeavoured ro 

make ours as shallow as possible, and through the device of 

setting each successive balcony back, relieve some of the so com

monly found fee ling o f being over-shadowed by an oppressive 

second balcony. The fi rst balcony named "Corbeille" conrains 

nine rows of sears, the second one, '"Mezzani ne" has eight rows 

and the top balcony, only seven rows of seats. 
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PLAN B 
1 piano nobi le. 2 escaliers, escalators. 3 foyer, lounge. 4 contrOle des Cdairages , 

ligh ting conrro l. 5 comr6le de Ia radio, radio contro l. 6 annonceurs, an nouncers' 

booth . 7 corbeille. 8 bar. 9 avanr.scf ne , forestage. 10 ascenseur des pianos, piano 

elevaror. I I ascenseurs de scene, stage eleva[QrS. I 2 plateau , srage. 13 abar-son , 

orchesrra shell . 14 loges d'an isres, dress ing rooms. 15 salon vert , green room. 

16 hall d'emree des anisres. smge enc.rancc. 17 salle des figu rances , women's 

dress ing room . 18 costumier, cosrumes. 19 plareforme de chargemenr, loading 

area . 20 dCgagemem de Ia scCne. s ide stage. 

The main fo rm of the aud irorium p lan is one of almost parallel 

side walls widening our in the rear, rhus enabling us ro seat 

more people in the balconies. The proscenium arch, so often 

the divider between the audience and the performers, has been 

concealed by movable fo resrage doors des igned as a visual 

continuity of the orchestra shell - a device fo r convening the 

opera house into a concert hall. The orches tra shell weighi ng 

approximately 15 tons, is normall y stored below the stage p ro

vid ing a clear 55 ft by 150 ft stage Aoor for opera, ballet, and 
other performances. 

Generally, with the exception of seats and carpets, the hall 

is hard with no absorptive wall surfaces. 

The visible ceiling of the Grande Salle aud itorium is bu ilt of 

precast p las ter element joined together in p lace. T he large 

number of openings in the visible ceiling enabled us ro rake 

advantage of the add itional volume above th is cei ling, a volume 

so very essential in creating the reverberation rimes required 

fo r a concert hall. In add ition, the large num ber of openings 

permit us to utili ze the ceiling for the concealment of the audi

torium lighting, stage lighting, sound rei nforcement electronic 

sys tem, and mechanical vent ilation system. All the walls of the 

auditor ium, wi th the exception of the orches tra level which is 
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PLAN C 
I foyer , lounge. 2 escaliers, escalators. 3 contrOle du son, sound control. 4 mez

zanine. 5 cage de Ia scene, stage house. 6 grande salle de reperirion , main re
hearsal room . 7 musicochi!que, music library. 8 chef d'orchesue, conductOr. 

9 salle des figurants, men 's dressing room. 10 salle de ballet, ballet room . 

covered with rosewood panelling, are covered with plastic 

fabric, in a variety of colours designed in co-operation with 

Julien Hebert, industrial designer, providing a background for 

the light plaster forms of the balconies and boxes. 

Any theatre or concert experiences are obtained under arti

ficial conditions and for intermissions, entry, and exit experi

ences we have strived to create a visual contrast to the hall. 

The lounges are disposed as a continuous space with as much 

ourward view as possible. The exterior wall of the auditorium 

(inside lounges) is covered with the same qualiry precast aggre

gate concrete as that of the cladding above the lounges (the ex

terior). The vertical circulation from level to level is with esca

lators concealed behind the exterior auditorium wall. Basically 

there are five levels of lounges interwoven visually. A bar is 

located within the volume of the "house" at the so-called 

"piano nobile" lounge and large mural by Alfred Pellan; there 

are rwo bars, one on each side of the "house" at the upper side 

lounges. The flow of space through the lounges at intermission 

times has been enlivened with the open bars on the side lounges 

and "piano nobile" acting as great focal points for the moving 

audience. D. F. Lebemold 
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MASTER MODEL (1959) 
Block bounded by Ontario, Sc. Urbain , Sc. Catherine, and Jeanoe-Mance Screecs 
(clockwise with Oncario Screec ac cop-north) . Buildings: upper lefc-exiscing, 
left and centre- the Theatre, lower left and ceorre- offices and shops, lower 
rigtu- exi sting, right and centre - Ia Petite Salle. 

Iloc borde par les rues Oocario au nord (au hauc du plan), Saine-Urbain a !'esc 
( 3. droire) , Sainte-Catherine et }eanne-Mance. Immeubles: a gauche au hauc 
exisranr, a gauche au ceocre: le thf.arre, au gauche au bas: bureaux et boutiques, 
a droite au bas: existant, a droite au centre: Ia Pedte Salle. 

SECTION 
l place, plaza . 2 vesr iaires, cloakrooms. 3 bar du foyer, main bar. 4 parterre. 
5 corbeille. 6 mezzanine. 7 balcon , bal cony. 8 galerie du balcon, balcony gallery. 
9 loges, boxes. 10 abac-son , orchestra shell. 
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I . South facade ( phoco on page 32 and chis page by Hans Samulewicz) . 2. Stage 

developmenc from south-west corner of block. 3, 4, 5. General views from 

Ontario Street during const runion. 6. South facade with "opening night " pro

menade. 7. Gra nd foyer from plaza . 

1. Fa~ade sud (ceue p hoco ec celle de Ia page 32 de Hans Samu lewicz). 2 La cage 

de scene vue du sud-ouest. 3, 4, 5. Vue d'ensemble de Ia rue Ontar io durant Ia 

consrrucrion. 6. La fac;ade sud ; Ia passerell e de Ia prem ii:re. 7. Le grand foyer 

vu de Ia place. 
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La Salle de Concert de la Place des Arts 
par Claude Beaulieu 

Les quaere ou cinq gratte-ciel de Montreal- promesse de chaos, si l'on n'y mer !'ordon
nance necessaire (et comment l'y mettrait-on?)- ne nous avaient pas donne cette impres
sion, ressentie dans la Salle de Concert de laPlace des Arts, d'etre enfin dans une metropole. 
Le passage de la rue aux acces puis aux foyers; l'aboutissement a ce volume interieur 
impressionnant sans etre gigantesque ou le monumental ne nous etait pas trop epargne, 
nous sollicitaient d'une emotion sans retenue comme au contact d'un objet rant desire 
qui donne satisfaction et fait rever de bonheurs futurs. 

Si je ne tiens pas la Salle de concert pour un des chefs-d'oeuvre de !'architecture (ou 
sonr-ils?), je considere !'edifice comme une oeuvre tout-a-fait remarquable. Toute en 
courbes er en obliques, il a le lyrisme de sa destination; sa coquille est l'harmonieuse tra
duction d'un organisme exprime par sa foncrion avec, et j'en suis ravi, un souci de classique 
dans route l'acceprion du mot. 

Mais cetre discipline a ses exigences. Aussi, j'aurais tort de rrouver devorant le grand 
volume dominant mais je chicanerais volontiers l'insuffisance des services enveloppants. 
En prenant plus d'importance, ils auraient reduit d'autant la cage de scene et surtout, se 
seraient raccordes a la colonnade; sans compeer qu'ils auraienr absorbe cette mecanique 
de toiture, chancre inacceptable dans un edifice de cetre qualite. Au point de paraitre 
carillon, soulignerais-je dans cette colonnade, done les supports one en realite l'apparence 
de poutres-bequilles, la lourdeur et la banalite des deux points de liaison poteau-pourre 
aux endroits de l'etage er de la toiture; mais surtout le role crop decoratif que pose cet 
element essentiel qu 'esr la corniche? Si j'interprete bien !'intention des architects et en 
ded'uis qu'il s'agissait de faire passer l'oeil, du sol au faite sans accroc, la corniche alors, 
aurait pu se faire oublier davantage. Mais je ne puis renier le role eminemment protecteur 
de la corniche. 

Les mareriaux de revetement- economiques- sonr d'un choix judicieux; !'expression 
plastique et la texture, la stereotomie er les joints satisfonr pleinement l'oeil. Les grandes 
ouvertures du foyer central, derriere la colonnade, one de la noblesse. L'obligation facheuse 
dans laquelle se sont trouves les architectes de camoufler les ouvertures de cote s'est soldee 
par une reussire. Des motifs de metal donnent vie et mouvement a ces surfaces autrement 
promises a la triste et seche monotonie du verre aveugle. 

Puisque nous sommes a l'exterieur, faisons quelques voeux pour qu'on ait le souci 
d'un art urbain, digne de cer ensemble architectural si bien amorce. Nous savons rous 
ici que !'architecture vaut autant par ses alentours que par elle-meme. Le monument 
pivot, cons;u en eventail appelle des espaces dans le meme mouvement. Il faur abandonner 
le mauvais contact qui fatalement se ferait avec la rue Sainte-Catherine: l'oeil doit se 
reporter beaucoup plus loin vers les grandes surfaces et les volumes statiques er rythmes. 
On ne peut plus se contenter du petit quadrilatere initial er surtout accepter !'idee d'une 
construction "rentable" en hauteur accolee a notre Palais. La Salle de Concert doit dominer 
dans un cadre aere tout en horizontales . .. 

A l'inrerieur, la Salle spacieuse et bien proporrionnee se deploie en evenrail, comme Ia 
colonnade en somme engendree par elle. Heureusement peu profonde pour ses 3,000 
places, elle possede trois etages de balcons qui se prolongent par des loges sur les murs 
lateraux; un peu sacrifiees par leur rejet sur les cores et leur plafond trop bas, elles trou
veront toujours des amateurs a Ia recherche d'un "coin intime" pas trop a l'abri des regards 
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qu'ils voudraient peut-etre indiscrets. Les 1,500 sieges de l'orchesrre sont en rangees 
continues, a l'europeenne: largement espa.cees, celles-ci aboutissent aux extremites a une 
batterie de 4 pones a doubles barrants: solution parriculierement heureuse pour le conforr 
des spectateurs et !'evacuation rapide de Ia salle vers les foyers. Le rouge et le noir 
dominent; les sieges sont tendus de tissus rouge, les tapis sont rouges et les murs recouverts 
d'un produit imprime noir sur fond argeme d'un gout moyen qui se fait assez facilement 
oublier. Le plafond suivant Ia pence moyenne du troisieme balcon au cadre de scene, s'etale 
en un vaste motif emrelace "nid d'abeilles" cons:u avant rout pour l'effet acoustique parti
culieremenr au point ici. Je n'ai fait qu'entrevoir le rideau de scene dont le ron ocre et 
!'ample mouvemem de drape prendront route leur valeur sous les feux de la rampe .. . 
c'est justement derriere que rna curiosite est attiree; sur le plateau, dans les coulisses, sur 
les grilles, veritable laboraroire d'illusions et dont le comrole s'effectue a l'arriere de la 
salle au moyen d'un jeu d'orgue, authentique piece d'art qui peut faire les delices d'un 
esthete. La scene possede tOUS les arouts mecaniques d'un theatre moderne de premier plan. 
Un montrealais peut erre impressionne par l'ampleur de Ia cage: 10 etages de hauteur, 
55 pieds de profondeur et le double en largeur plus, cote cour, un degagement additionnel 
de 45 pieds. Er pourtam, selon certains esprits critiques, ces dimensions, suffisantes en 
soi, sont mal reparries pour les jeux de scene de !'opera. En effet, si on considere que la 
scene, au maximum, a une ouverrure de 69 pieds, les coulisses cote jardin n'ont qu'un 
degagement de 20 pieds; ces espaces sont malgre rout loin d'etre etriques et demeurent 
satisfaisants. 

Les reactions du spectateur se manifestem avant rout a Ia vue des signes exterieurs et 
familiers du decor qu'il apprecie dans le contexte de son instinct ou de son baggage 
culture!. La successions des foyers, les divers niveaux et leurs liaisons som merveilleusemem 
bien agences pour sa detente. 11 trouvera des espaces aux perspectives imprevues, des 
echappees lointaines, invitantes. Les cons rouge et noir restem trisres et froids mais ils 
om l'avanrage de mettre J'elegance en valeur. Le decor est parfois trop decor, parfois 
erouffe dans un cadre un peu vieillor. 

Le revetemenr de Slater est de bon gof1t et a l'echelle; il aurait du servir de trame a 
!'ensemble de !'architecture interieure: les ceramiques de Bonet sorties de leurs cadres, 
y auraienr gagne en liberre, les hauts reliefs d' Archambault, fins dans le detail et plastique
menr beaux auraiem eu plus d'echelle. Leur juxtaposition les rend etrangers a !'ensemble, 
froids et lourds comme les rampes de l'escalier d'honneur. Meme erouffemenr ressenri 
dans cet anrre chaleureux qu'est le grand bar de l'orchesrre aux details raffines d'un gout 
exquis. Le vitrail fusionne de Pellan est lyrique dans son geomerrisme, les couleurs som 
somptueuses, mais il est helas pris dans la gangue de cadres lourds qui le morcellent en 
lui enlevent sa fraicheur: quelques points d'attache auraiem suffi. La tapisserie executee 
a Aubusson d'apres le cartOn de Robert LaPalme et le tapis noue de Micheline Beauchemin, 
veritable chef d'oeuvre, sont les deux seuls elements qui repondem bien a leur destina
tion qui est celle de meubler un mur nu par Ia simple fixation; les sculptures en ronde 
bosse sonr, elles, dans l'attenre d'un deplacement ou d'un depart. 

Ainsi, ces foyers tampons qui enserrent Ia Salle comme un erau et l'isolenr des realites 
du monde exterieur, par leur ampleur, leur aspect monumental insuflenr un air nouveau 
a Ia vie montrealaise peur-etre deja emportee par le sentiment des grands espaces qui 
chantenr. 
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8 . Peristyle of Ia Grande Salle. 9 . South elevation from rhe (fucure) pla:z.a level. 

10. Articulated screen at the upper lounges. 11. Piano nobile with rhe crowd of 

opening night. 

8 . Le peristyle de Ia Grande Salle. 9. Fa~de sud au niveau de Ia place proposee. 
10. Ecran aux foyers supcf rieurs. 11 . Le piano nobi le, le soir de Ia premif re. 
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La 
Structure 
de la 
Grande 
Salle 
par Lucien J acgues 
de Brouillet, Carmel, Boulva 
Ingenieurs Conseil 

Aussi bien du point de vue architectural 
que du point de vue "genie", la Grande 
Salle aura ete un veritable deli. L'impres
sionnance colonnade cache derriere elle 
les problemes et les difficultes auxquels 
architectes, ingenieurs et constructeurs ont 
eu a faire face avant d'obtenir ce magni
fique immeuble. Nous voudrions ici enu
merer et expliquer quelques uns des pro
blemes auxquels one du s'attaquer les 
ingenieurs-conseil en structure. 

L'un des premiers aspects interessancs 
de Ia Grande Salle, du point de vue struc
tural, reside dans la complexite meme 
du volume architecrural. Rappelons entre 
autres, que Ia colonnade exterieure qui 
entoure le foyer principal, est siruee en 
plan sur un ensemble de courbes fait 
d'un grand arc de cercle, en avant, suivi 
de chaque cote d'un segment d'ellipse 
puis d'un court arc de cercle, et finalement 
d'un deuxieme segment d'ellipse. A l'in
terieur de cette courbe principale sonc 
raccordes d'autres segments paralleles et 
enfin une serie d'arcs de cercle de rayons 
variables aboutissant a des !ignes obliques 
convergences. 

Pour demontrer Ia complexite de ces 
!ignes, rappelons qu 'a Ia suite de pourpar
lers avec les divers sous-trai~ants, la seule 
fa\On pour 1' entrepreneur de realiser avec 
exactitude ces divers elements, fut de con
struire un gabarit a vraie grandeur de ces 
principales courbes. Ces gabarits servirent 
a Ia fois pour construire les coffrages des 
poutres, pour confectionner les differents 
elements du mur-ecran, pour determiner 
certaines dimensions de Ia pierre artifi
cielle et meme certaines dimensions pour 
des "cabinets" de plomberie. 

11 devient alors assez facile de com
prendre Ia complexite du ferraillage des 
poutres et dalles situees a l'interieur de 
ces courbes. Le calcul et Ia construction 
des loges laterales presenterent egalement 
un probleme. En plan, chacune des loges 
est un porte-a-faux faisant un angle de 
3 7 degres avec son support, porte-a-faux 
qui est termine par un deuxieme porte-a -
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faux faisant un angle de 90 degres par 
rapport au premier. C'est done dire que 
dans la dalle en porte-a-faux nous obte
nons non seulement des moments de fle
xion mais egalement des moments de tor
sion importants. Comme les codes de 
Montreal, du Canada et de !'American 
Concrete Institute ne mentionnent aucune 
norme concernant la torsion, nous avons 
du avoir recours aux normes europeen
nes et australiennes pour calculer ces ef
fets de torsion. 

Chacune des loges, du point de vue 
fonctionnel est placee en "escalier" par 
rapport a Ia precedence et les poutres sup
portant les dalles des loges sont en defi
nitive des poutres etagees. 

Au calcul normal de ces poucres eta
gees, vient s'ajourer celui des moments de 
torsion des dalles qui provoquent des mo
ments de flexion dans !'axe de ces pourres. 
Chacune des loges est de dimensions dif
ferences et les dalles qui prolongent les 
porte-a-faux, sont de forme trapezoldale 
et chacune est difference des autres. Pour 
chaque dalle nous avions jusqu'a 28 types 
de barres d'armarures differences. 

Le probleme le plus inceressant, du 
point de vue structural, fut sans douce le 
calcul des poutres courbes supportant les 
deuxieme et troisieme balcons. L'angle au 
centre de ces poutres est de 45 degres, la 
portee de ces poutres est de 123 pieds et 
le rayon de courbure moyen de 160 pieds. 

Chaque balcon est supporte essentiell
ment par une poutre maitresse evidee 
ayant 10 pieds de large et une hauteur 
variable de 6' -8" a I 0'-3 " . Les dalles des 
balcons sont repartees aux poutres mal
tresses par des poutres radiales en porte
a-faux. Les poutres courbes sont placees 
a l'arriere des balcons. De cette fa~on, en 
tenant compte de !'angle au centre de ces 
cas particulier, les porte-a-faux ont pour 
effet de tendre a neutraliser les moments 
de torsion causes par Ia courbure naturelle 
des poutres maitresses. Les colonnes qui 
su pportent ces balcons etant relativement 
minces pour des raisons architecrurales, 
l'encastrement aux appuis n'est que par
tiel et par voie de consequence, les mo
ments de torsion relativement eleves. 

Les deux poutres courbes des balcons 
ainsi que Ia double poutre "Vierendeel" 
en acier du toit ont ete calculees comme 
formant un cadre rigide avec les colonnes 
qui les supportent. Pour donner une idee 
de l'ordre de grandeur disons que le mo
ment de flexion maximum obtenu est de 
14,500,000 livres-pieds et que le moment 
de torsion maximum est de l'ordre de 
1,160,000 livres-pieds. Au centre de Ia 
poutre, l'acier positif est est forme de 32 
barres d'armarure No 18. Les etiers resis-

tant aux efforts maximum de cisaillement 
et de torsion combines, sont des etriers 
doubles formes de fers de % pouce de 
diametre a 6 pouces centre a centre. Du 
point de vue pratique, a cause du peu 
d'espace et des nouvelles exigences ame
ricaines concernant !'adherence, particu
lierement des barres No 18, il fallait que 
certaines barres d'armature soient conti
nues. Comme Ia longueur maximum des 
barres livrees sur le chancier ne pouvaient 
de passer 8 5 pieds et que plusieurs bar res 
devaient depasser 120 pieds, il fallut trou
ver un moyen de. souder ces barres. La 
methode choisie fut celle qui a recours a 
une fusion thermique, connu sous Ia 
marque de commerce "Caldwell Splice 
Joints". En resume !'application de ce 
procede se fait de Ia fa\On suivante : les 
extremites de deux barres a souder sont 
aboutees l'une a !'autre; un manchon rai
nure a J'interieur entoure Je joint a SOU· 
der; ce manchon est relie a un creuset en 
graphite contenant un alliage de cuivre ; 
une poudre d'ignition recouvre cet alliage 
en poudre ; a !'aide d'un briquet a meche 
on enflamme cette poudre d'ignition ; une 
reaction vive et instantanee se produit qui 
fait fondre le metal qui coule dans 
l'espace entre le manchon rainure et les 
barres a souder, !'operation est terminee 
et !'ensemble des rainures du manchon et 
des deformations des barres font que les 
barres sont inexpugnables du joint. 

La meme methode fut employee pour 
souder les barres des colonnes supportant 
les balcons. 

Au niveau du toit, il fallait realiser un 
cadre rigide continu integrant une double 
poutre "Vierendeel" en acier a des colon
nes de beton armees de barres No 18. 88 
barres No 18 de qualite "High Strength 
Steel- A432" furent filetees a leurs ex
eremites sur une longueur de 4'-6". En
core la, nous crayons que ce fut une pri
meur au Canada. Quant aux poutres cour
bes, elles doivent evidemment prendre 
des deflections appreciables. La deflection 
maximum anticipee - compte tenu du 
retrait du beton et de l'effet de fluage, est 
d'environ 2Y:z". 

La structure Iegere situee a l'arriere de 
ces poutres maitresses ne pouvait evidem
ment pas subir de telles deformations. 
Pour cette raison, les dalles situees imme
diatement derriere les poutres, furent cou
lees et calculees comme reposant sur deux 
rorules. Aussi furent-elles coulees apres 
decoffrage des poutres circulaires. 

Qu'il suffise en terminant de mention
nee quelques autres problemes strucru
raux de Ia Grande Salle: colonnes longues, 
poutres longues et profondes ·sans aucun 
support lateral, murs minces et tres hauts. 
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Mechanical & Electrical 
McDougall & Friedman 

ELECTRICAL 
Power is provided by two high voltage 
cables ; the incoming breakers wi ll auto
matically switch from a dead to live line. 
Transformers reduce high vol tage to 
power at 575 volts and light at 120/ 208 
volts. If there is a complete power failure 
a 120 volt battery automatically provides 
a portion of normal light; battery lights 
are backed by a diesel driven generator 
which starts automatically after a pre
determined delay. If necessary this gener
ator can operate the boiler p lant and fire 
pumps. Garages have their own diesel 
driven generators which carry the ven
tilation requirements as well as a portion 
of the lights. 

Stage lighting is a separate system of 
transformers and controls: 400 circuits 
can be combined into 96 groups via a 
patch panel which is fed to 96 solid state 
(transistor) dimmers. Individually con
trolled dimmers can be grouped via a 
control console into 10 combinations 
called "preset". The console is located 
at the rear of the hall where the operator 
has full view of the stage. A sound rei n
forcing system for the hall is under the 
control of an operator located at the rear 
(complete with monitoring facilities). 
There are facilities for radio and TV 
broadcasts in the hall, and the lounges 
have a high fidelity sound system. 

MECHANICAL 
Heating (for the parking garages as well ) 
is from three oi l fired steam generating 
units designed for furure as well as im
mediate use; steam is used in areas such 
as the garages but generally heati ng is 
by forced hot water. 

The bui lding has 20 different ai r-con
di tioning sys tems, under automatic con
trol for cooling, heating, and humidity, 
each serving specific areas with varying 
demands for cooling and fresh air; the 
lounges have the same fast load changes 
because of a demand for fresh air. A cen
tral panel in the main fan room gives the 
operator deta iled informacion on the 
operation of all the a ir- condi ti o nin g 
equipment. 

Two centrifugal compressors wi th roof 
mounted cooling towers provide refrig
eration. Heating and fresh air require
ments are automatically controlled by 
thermostats and CO detectors. An addi
tional booster exhaust system takes care 
of short peak load traffic. All rotating 
equipment has sound absorbing mounts 
to ensure that no equi pment sou nds reach 
the hall. D. W. Heywood 
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Top Stage with seating arrangement for conccn. Orchestra phs # 1 & 2 have 

been raised and additional seat ing put in tO reduce the space between audie nce 
and performer. 

Centre Stage under construction . Lower Stage layout. 
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12. Lounge ac bar (plan B). I . Grand foyer from 
the second level lounge. 14. The piano nobile. 15 . 
Lounge (plan ) . 16. Sculprure by Hans Schleeh . 
17 . Srair from the promenade level. 

12. Ear du foyer, niveau B. 13. Le grand foyer, du 

piano nobile. 14 . Le piano nobile. 15. Foyer du 

parrerre. 16. Sculpture de Hans Schleeh . 17. Esca· 
lier du promenoir. 

Phoros on this page by Panda . 





18. Concerr hall ar rhird balcony. L9. ear detail. 20. oncen hall from 
under fi rst level box offi ces. 21. Box eat derails. 22. oncen hall from 
stage. 

18. La Salle de Concert du rroisieme balcon. 19. Dcmil du fauceuil cype. 

20. La Sall e de Concert , du dessous des loges. 2 1. Dc1ail des loges. 
22. La Salle de Concerr , de Ia scene. 
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Concert hall wirh opening night audience. 

La Salle de Concert, le soir de Ia premiere. 

Sketch of concert hall by Fred Lebensold. 

Croquis de Ia Salle de Concert de Fred Lebensold . 



Acoustical 
Design 
of 
la 
Grande 
Salle 
by Bolt, Beranek & Newman, Inc 

Commissioned by the architects in August 
1958 to provide acoustical consulting 
services for la Grande Salle, our first step 
was to ascertain the predicted balance of 
the various types of rental activities. Only 
by determining the relative importance 
of the various activities to take place in 
an auditorium can the consultant estab
lish the basis for the acoustical design of 
the hall. 

We were informed that the economic 
studies indicated no one type of activity 
would predominate: Ia Grande Salle was 
to combine the functions of an opera 
house and a concert hall, a theatre for 
musical comedy and revues. At the same 
time we were informed that the economic 
study on which the architectural program 
for the building was based indicated a 
need for approximately 3,000 seats. 

WIDTH AND SHAPING OF THE 
AUDITORIUM 
The basic acoustical character of an audi
torium is predetermined when the archi
tectural aspects of the hall are established 
- the disposition of the audience, the 
width and length of the hall, and the 
cubage of the hall. The requirements for 
visual acuity seemed to dictate a rather 
wide, shallow hall, fan-shaped with one 
or, at the most, two deep balconies in 
the rear of the auditorium. This approach 
was in conflict, however, with the acous
tical requirement for a narrow hall, and 
the architects' solution was to return to 
the basic architectural characteristics of 
the so-called Italian opera house. 
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The final design is relatively narrow, 
particularly in the front half of the audi
torium, and relatively shallow (140 ft 
from the conductor's podium to the fur
thermost seat) and, at the same time, by 
incorporating three tiers of seating above 
the main floor, with each tier continuing 
along the side walls almost to the pros
cenium opening itself, space was made 
for 3,000 seats. 

As the reader can see from the draw
ings, the walls in the front half of the 
auditorium were kept close to parallel for 
acoustical reasons, and the hall was 
widened toward the rear in order to help 
achieve the seating capacity. 

The decrease in Jiveness, always a 
characteristic of deep underbalcony areas, 
was minimized by the three balconies 
across the rear of the house being made 
as shallow as possible. 

HEIGHT OF CEILING 
If the ceiling of this hall were to be de
signed in the conventional way (that is, 
a solid continuous surface running from 
the top of the proscenium opening, slop
ing gradually upwards and terminating a 
few feet above the last row in the top bal
cony) the resulting reverberation time 
would be much too low. 

With reasons already explained, the 
only remaining way of achieving the high 
volume required to maintain a sufficiently 
long reverberation time was to raise the 
ceiling height. Accordingly, the upper 
ceiling of the auditorium r hamber was 
set about 80 ft above the stage level. It 
was recognized that, if no sound reflect
ing surfaces were inserted between the 
sound source on stage and this very high 
upper ceiling, the excessive time differ
ence between a sound reaching the listen
er on the main floor by the direct path, 
and the reflected sound reaching the same 
listener via the upper ceiling would pro
duce very noticeable echoes and in much 
of the seating area there would be insuffi
cient definicion. The solution was to uti
lize sound reflecting surfaces at an eleva
tion of about 3 2 fc to 38 ft above stage 
level, ad jacent to the proscenium open
ing. The architect developed these sound 
reflecting panels into an interwoven lace
work of plaster and extended this "lower" 
ceiling towards the rear of the hall, using 
this parr-open, part-closed screen to con
ceal the auditorium lighting, the stage 
lighting, and the loud speaker cluster for 
the sound reinforcement system. 

FINISH MATERIALS 
Our reverberation time design studies in
dicated that it would be essential to elim
inate all sound absorbing materials from 
the hall. Accordingly, the rear walls at all 
levels were designed to form large planes 
so that no sound absorbing treatment 
would be required for echo control. This 
use of nothing but hard, sound reflecting 
surfaces for all the walls and the ceilings, 
then, lengthened the low-frequency and 
mid-frequency reverberation time. 

The acoustical warmth, or richness, of 
the characteristic sound of a hall is im
parted to it by lengthy low-frequency re
verberation. For this reason, all of the 
plaster surfaces of the walls were applied 
directly to reinforced concrete, masonry, 
or concrete masonry units, with no inter
vening airspace; for wall areas finished 
with wood, panelling was cemented 
directly to heavy masonry walls. 

Another important aspect of music 
acoustics design is the provision of a dif
fuse, reverberant sound field. Much must 
still be learned abour the acoustics of dif
fuse sound fields and how this property of 
a hall is related to the subjective reaction 
of the concert goer, but authorities agree 
that large plane, unadorned surfaces 
should be avoided, and that, insofar as 
possible, contemporary auditoriums 
should incorporate architecturally modu
lated surfaces. This sculpturing of the 
boundary surfaces of an auditorium, of 
course, was an ever present feature of 
concert halls built during the 18th and 
19th Centuries. In Ia Grande Salle, the 
sculptured balcony and box fronts, the 
sculptured . shaping of the plaster por
tions of the "lower" ceiling, the serrated 
wall behind the side boxes, and the archi
tecturally modulated surfaces of the con
cert shell, and the six hinged portals 
which frame the proscenium opening con
stitute the architectural break-up designed 
to produce a diffuse sound field. 

DEMOUNTABLE CONCERT SHELL 
Opera and theatre productions, as well as 
many other auditorium activities, require 
a towering stage-house. One of the most 
important problems to solve, in a multi 
purpose auditorium, is the transformation 
of the cavernous stage-house (Ia Grande 
Salle's stage-house is 701,700 cu. ft) into 
an excellent concert shell. 

A concert shell, tO give adequate acous
tical support to a symphonic ensemble, 
must be quite heavy and the architects 
selected thick laminated wood panels for 
the finished surface. It was necessary to 
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devise a method of erecting, or removing, Place des Arts/ Garages 
this heav y concert shell quickly, at low 
cost, and with a small stage crew in order 
to permit the management to utilize the 
stage-house "around the clock" in cases 
of tight scheduling. 
The solution developed by the architects 
for the concert shell in Ia Grande Salle 
employs 3 5 ft deep wells in the stage 
floor for the three walls of the concert 
shell. 

A universal problem in auditoriums 
used for operettas and musical comedies 
is the balance between the singing actor 
on stage and the pit orchestra. The accept
ed solution for this type of balance is 
the use of a sound reinforcement system 
which amplifies the singer 's voice but does 
not provide any amplification for the pit 
orchestra. Since musical comedies and 
operettas will be produced in Ia Grande 
Salle, a high-quality sound reinforcement 
system has been provided. The loud 
speaker cluster for this system is located 
on the centre line of the hall, directly 
above the orchestra pit. This same system 
will also be used for the amplification of 
speech. 

ORCHESTRA PIT 
Another design problem encountered in 
any hall which must serve as both opera 
house and concert hall is the design of the 
orchestra pit. For opera, the pit must be 
large enough ro seat an orchestra of 60 to 
80 musicians, and must provide enough 
room for the batteries of tympana, other 
percussion, and a good sized grand piano; 
musical comedies and operettas call for 
a much smaller pit. Another basic need 
when no p it is required is a way to elimin
ate the empty canyon of an 18 ft to 22 ft 
p it which would otherwise isolate the 
actors and musicians on stage from the 
audience area. 

The architects' solution for Ia Grande 
Salle utilizes two pit lifts. When an 
orchestra is playing a concert in the shell 
on stage, both of these pit lifts are occu
pied by rolling seating wagons for the 
audience. For a small pit orchestra, the 
one lift is lowered to the basement, its 
seating wagon is removed, and the lift is 
rhen moved into a position suitable to 
form a smaller orchestra pit. This same 
p rocess is accomplished with both sections 
of the pit lift accommodating the large 
orchestra required for grand opera pro
duction . The pit lift section closest to the 
permanent stage platform can also be 
raised to stage level to form a fairly good 
sized apron fore-stage. 
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When a large building is built in the centre of a city, rhe problem of moving people 

in and our of it with ease becomes very difficult. In the case of the Concert Hall the 

problem is further complicated by the necessity of carrying out these functions in 

very short periods of rime. After careful study, ir was estimated that two garages 

with capacities of approximately 400 cars each would be necessary to accommodate 

the patrons of the Concert Hall and also those o f the rwo theatres and office buildings 

contemplated for the southern portion of the sire. In addition to this, suitable accom

modation would have to be provided for those arriving by taxi , bus, subway and on 

foot. Fortunately the site was large enough to permit underground garages ro be built 

flanking the Concert Hall to the East and W est. 

An underground street permits taxis and private cars ro enter from Ontario Street, 

pass under cover to the main entrance where passengers are discharged, and the 

vehicles then exiting on Jeanne Mance Street. Subway passengers arriving at the 

proposed new station under Ontario Street will also be able to enter the Concert 

Hall under cover. 

The garages were designed as continuous ramps requiring cars to enter from St 

Urbain Street ro the lowest level and exit on Jeanne Mance Street from the highest 

level as well as to Ontario Street from the middle level. Patrons park their own cars 

and enter directly into the Concert Hall at each level, where they are transported by 

escalator to the main foyer. 

When the garages are completed and under proper control, they will be able to 

be filled to capacity or emptied in a period of about twenty minutes. These rapid 

exit and entrance times are important for the convenience of patrons as well as 

reducing their time of exposure to noxious fumes in spite of the very excellent 

ventilating system which provides a complete change of air every four minutes 

during the peak period. 

The problems of circulation, traffic control and a1r handling were unique and 

without precedent and were by no means easy to solve. The solutions which are 

embodied in the design of the garages and the circulation facilities have attained 

a degree of success worthy of the concert hall which ranks with the finest in rhe world . 

Peter T. M. Barott 
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Theatre Building 
a discussion 

CHAIRMAN/DOUGLAS B. BROWN, MRAIC 

In order to complement the descriptive material on theatres in this issue, and in anticipation 
of some upsurge in theatre building as we approach Canada's centennial, the Journal felt 
that some value would be derived from a general discussion on theatre building by people 
who have been concerned in the field. And so in August we brought together, for a discussion 
of theatre building, Fred Lebensold, MRAIC, ARIBA, of Affleck, Desbarats, Dimakopoulos, 
Lebensold, Michaud, Sise, Montreal, partner in charge of la Grande Salle, Place des Arts; 
Robert C. Fairfield, MRAIC, Toronto, associated with the Stratford Festival Theatre; K. H. 
Foster, MRAIC, of Gordon S. Adamson Associates, Toronto, associate in charge, Faculty of 
Music Building, University of Toronto; Celia Franca, artistic director, National Ballet Guild 
of Canada; W. A. Russell, technical director, Royal Conservatory of Music, Toronto; and Philip 
Rose, technical director and vice president, Strand Electric Co. Ltd, Toronto. A variety of topics 
was discussed with the object of presenting some of the problems, and some suggested solu
tions, in theatre design. Douglas B. Brown 

BACKGROUND 
We feel the performing arts can't progress any more in Canada without better facilities. We 
are working to increase interest in producing excellent facilities, therefore providing the 
means for us to build audiences. Look at the number of people who have gone to Stratford 
because it is an excellent theatre producing excellent performances. Since the opening of the 
O'Keefe Centre more people have gone to the theatre in Toronto than ever before. This is 
because the O'Keefe theatre is a luxurious place - a good place to be. 

LEBENSOLD Going to the theatre, or going to the opera, or going to the ballet is not only an artistic ex
perience but a social experience. Many people in our country don't realize how wonderful 
this experience can be because we do not provide them with the background for this experience. 
European audiences have been familiar with this experience from childhood. To our children, 
going to the theatre is a novelty not a habit. The habit, if developed, would enrich the total 
fabric of this country. However, before this can happen we have to have the buildings, the 
artists, and the customers. 

FAIRFIELD 

FRANCA 

ROSE 

FAIRFIELD 
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The audiences will certainly have to be built because right now they don't exist. 

This can be done if the facilities are available. Let us look at two cities - Windsor and 
Kitchener. We used to do one performance in a movie house in Windsor which had an im
possible stage and no facilities; we had to work to get an audience for one performance. Within 
three years, after they built a theatre in which the audience could sit in comfort and we could 
move a little scenery and use some lighting, we were able to play a whole week. In Kitchener, 
on the other hand, a city where we should have been able to build up a very good audience, 
we perform in the arena and in spite of the most generous co-operation on the part of the 
management, the seats are too far away, and too hard, the acoustics are impossible, and no 
matter how much the dancers try to project, nothing comes across at all. And so we were 
not able to build an audience. 

BUILDERS 
I believe we ought to consider who is actually going to build ·theatres in the future. It would 
appear from the experience of the past four or five years that these .people are public bodies, 
municipalities, and educational institutions, and this should give us the clue to the type of 
building required. 

If theatre is going to be of any importance it will have to be supported by government 
sponsored agencies, because it cannot otherwise survive. No theatre in the world that I know 
of can get along without some additional source of support. It is not a profit making enterprise. 
Now if this is the case the theatre must be popular, and so must provide facilities for a wide 
number of uses so that it has popular appeal. And here is the first enemy of excellence. 
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RUSSELL 

ROSE 

Unfortunately popularity isn't the answer. Look at it this way: every performance that takes 
place has to be subsidized. The more performances the Metropolitan Opera Company gives 
the more money it loses. There is no satisfactory relation between artistic success and financial 
success. 

This isn't a problem peculiar to North America. All the large theatres in Europe are subsidized 
by governments. An attitude of the civic mind is required to realize that a theatre or an opera 
house is as important to the community as the local hospital, or the water works, or the other 
civic amenities. 

NATIONAL AND REGIONAL PLANNING 
LEBENSOLD Actually it is my feeling that it is the responsibility of the federal government to take a look 

at Canada from sea to sea and determine not only how to help an individual group sprout or 
bloom but how each group can help its neighbour. There are special surveys being done for cer
tain cities in the west, but not on a broad enough scale. We are in a rapidly shrinking country and 
travel is becoming faster and faster. Stratford has shown that people will go quite a distance 
to see something good. Just as Stratford is the centre of Shakespearean theatre in Canada why 
not create a similar centre for each of the other forms so that each contributes toward the total 
pattern. I strongly advocate a survey that will show all communities their place in the pattern. 

RUSSELL 

FAIRFIELD 

There has been something along these tlnes. The movement towards regional theatres is 
partly co-ordinated. I feel the group in the best position to do something like this is the 
Canada Council who are in fact dealing with Canada as a whole. 

I am perhaps a little old fashioned in my fear of surveys and rather a mystic believer in this 
sudden explosion of interest which stimulates the people involved so that they make it work. 
For example, it is conceivable that Niagara-on-the-Lake might produce a summer theatre 
accessible by helicraft, 45 minutes from Toronto, and it might work quite apart from a survey 
that might quickly become out of date. I think broad planning or the survey is certainly a 
background reservoir and I suppose, should be consulted to see whether or not we are going 
in the right direction. However, sometimes opportunities have to be seized. We have been 
talking about excellence and the necessity of making sure the client has everything, but damn 
it, that isn't the way things really work. I feel that the framework for the finished design has 
to be provided - with the owner taking as much as he can pay for at the time. Professionals 
have to get things done to the best of their abilities when the opportunity presents itself. 

RELATION OF THEATRE TO THE COMMUNITY 
LEBENSOLD I would like to raise the question of the relation of the theatre to the city, the town, or the 

village because, thinking again of the Canadian scene, I was rather surprised to find that two 
Alberta auditoria were built more or less on the outskirts of town. Then, on the other hand, 
we have Place Des Arts, O'Keefe's, and the Vancouver Auditorium in the centre of their 
respective cities. Some time ago at Banff I had a great argument with the western architects 
on this subject, and they pointed out that to the Westerner the problem of getting from place 
to place, miles apart, is habit, and all travel is by car anyway. However, I think that architects 
should be concerned with the impact of the theatre on the rest of the city, and the theatre, rather 
than being an isolated thing, should be part of the fabric that enriches the cultural life of the 
cities. 

ROSE 

FOSTER 
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There is this curious phenomenon in New York and London where if a thing is "on Broadway", 
or in the Shaftesbury Avepue Picadilly complex, it is popular, but if one moves "off Broad
way" or away from these centres, maybe only a few blocks, some of the appeal seems to be lost. 

How can we say that in Kitchener the theatre should be located downtown. With the right 
site and the right program provided, people would be attracted. In towns most people are 
going to use their own cars. I think you could take Stratford and relocate it in say Bolton or 
Brampton and it would be successful there - particularly if it were accompanied by two or 
three good restaurants. I'm not suggesting that the theatre should necessarily be in the suburbs, 
I am merely suggesting that in a town the theatre need not be in the downtown area. 

Stratford is the fascinating exception to the rule. It isn't just a matter of going to the theatre, 
it has become a ritual - planning a whole day's trip for the sole purpose of attending a 
theatrical performance. 

TYPES OF BUILDINGS 
There are two distinct problems in the type of theatre to build in a given area and these are 
determined by whether the location is metropolitan or town. In the larger city we should try 

to provide more unique facilities for the different functions. But in the non-metropolitan 



area we must go into a combined facility. To date it appears that no really satisfactory solu
tion has been found for a combined theatre. The demands of various theatre forms are so 
different that they appear to be almost incompatible. For example the needs of the drama 
section of the theatre are so varied that it is almost a compromise to build a theatre for drama. 
Some experiments have been made in massive convertability and this seems to be the only 
possible answer to getting the required facilities. 

FAIRFIELD On this question of multiplicity of uses I would like to take the stand that if the building is 
going to perform really well for one or two purposes it can't be expected to perform well for 
a number of others. I know for example the opera and the operetta, that is large opera and 
small opera, obviously couldn't be performed satisfactorily in the same house - the whole 
scale of the event being different. Mr Rose suggested that the large multiple use theatre was 
a creature of political expediency or political prestige, characterized by panels and flaps and 
audiences going up and down. To do this is wrong. We should examine the merging groups 
which are providing theatre, and the people supporting them, and build for these groups 
the type of theatre they need. 

LEBENSOLD I don't agree that it is impossible to have many functions in one building, for example: concert 
music, opera, operetta, commentary, reviews, lectures. I think it is possible to do these things 
provided the theatre is not too big. After finishing the playhouse in Vancouver it was rather 
horrifying to find that it was going to open with a symphony concert. It was designed as a 
theatre. No one seemed to pay any attention to this and the music sounded very good. I am 
sure Mr Fairfield has had the same experience at Stratford. 

FAIRFIELD I think at first the surprise of hearing the piano played on stage delighted some people and 
they were inclined to say that it sounded very good. I've also had them come back after a 
couple of months with the conclusion that the music sounded awful. 
Rather than take around a reduced ballet company with reduced properties and orchestra, 
and give viewers only the barest impression of what a performance could be, wouldn't it be 
better to have ballet superbly shown in a theatre of the right size, before an audience of the 
right size, even if the audience had to be brought from Moosonee by helicopter? 

FRANCA Yes, I would say bring them in by helicopter to see good performances in good theatres. I 
really think audiences do get terribly fed up with being dragged out to see a poor, dull, or boring 
performance. I wouldn't blame them for never wanting to go again. 

LEBENSOLD Can we say, in fact, that a great proportion of the Canadian population should not be exposed 
to these arts other than by helicopter. I don't know how many people in Canada have seen 
grand opera, but I do know there is a growing demand for high quality theatre. 
Let me draw a line and say that buildings can be successfully designed for concert music, 
opera, musical comedy, movies, and probably ballet. I have grouped these together because 
in these forms the facial expression of the performer is important to a lesser degree than it 
is in drama. For example, in ballet, while it would be nice to see the facial expression, move
ment is really the most interesting thing. Again, in grand opera, one could tolerate some 
separation whereas in drama this separation is inexcusable. 

FOSTER We have talked about the need for both the large and small theatre. Our experience working 
with the staff on the Edward Johnson building taught us that we could not possibly hope 
to satisfy all the demands in one building other than by watering down particular qualities in 
order to satisfy the one form which was to predominate - in this case, opera. We felt that 
one form must predominate. I also suggest the possibility that it might cost almost as much 
to make the multi-purpose come off as to build two or three one-purpose buildings. 

ROSE 

RUSSELL 

SIZE OF THE AUDITORIUM 
I would expect that any proscenium theatre that seats more than 1000 is in trouble as far as 
drama is concerned because of the distance between the artist and the viewer, and because of the 
artist's dependence on facial expression. 

My experience would indicate that the following dimension would be ideal: for opera, ballet, 
and concerts, (with some acoustical treatment) 2000 seats; for commercial or traditional 
theatre, 1000 seats; for chamber music, 500 seats; and for experimental drama, 250 seats. Now 
for economic reasons these seem to have been extended to 3000, 1500, 800 and 400; however, 
the first set of figures represents a more ideal number. We should remember that the volume 
of sound is directly proportional to the size of the auditorium so that if a symphony orchestra 
produces 75 watts of energy and you double the size of the hall, you have only one half the 
amount of sound available. We should also note that seating does not necessarily determine 
the volume of the hall. There is some flexibility here. 
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LEBENSOLD I know that this is what people have been talking about recently. I also know people who 
have spent months discussing how big their theatre should be when they don't realize that 
they should rather talk about the kind of theatre they are going to have. Too many people 
start off with size as the only criteria. Let's get criteria that can be used for design. What do 
you do when the experts say 2000 and you find you can get in 2500 or only 1800. Does one 
drop the project? People love figures - they build whole edifices around figures. That's why 
I'm against them. I think that depending on the type of theatre, the size of the hall can be 
varied. Rather than lay down certain limits we should indicate that the further you thrust the 
stage forward the more good sight lines you get, and that the wide stages proposed in the 
Ford Foundation studies took into consideration that the best viewing hinge existing in the 
theatre is someone's neck. The capabilities of the human body are the real criteria. I would 
agree with Mr Russell that the bigger the auditorium the more sound one has to produce. 
However, I dislike these numerical restrictions because they tend to result in a design pattern. 
Frankly I feel that human ingenuity should not be shackled by too many rules. We live in an 
age where we love to be surprised by wonderful things. If someone can figure out a new way 
of doing things let's hear about it. 

SOME PRACTICAL PROBLEMS 

CIRCULATION 
LEBENSOLD I would like to sound a warning note here. Most of our theatres are now suffering from lack 

of lobby space so it is easy to say lets have huge lobbies. I think that there is something most 
unhappy about going out into a lobby and being alone. One of the wonderful things about 
the theatre is being with other people. Lobby space should be gauged so that while movement 
is easy, isolation is impossible. And while we are on this subject I think we should remember 
that, as well as coming to the theatre to see things, people come to be seen. North American 
audiences are not as concerned about the way they dress as European audiences and this I 
think is too bad because going to the theatre should be a gala occasion 

SEATING 
LEBENSOLD In la Grand Salle we have continental seating. There is no provision for it in the building 

code, in fact no one knew what it was. However we arranged a meeting with the building in
spector, explained it, he said "it sounds very sensible", and we had it. We certainly have the 
largest rows in Canada. And if they went to the trouble to find out where people get 
killed during fires they would find it is in the aisles, not the seats. There is something 
quite wonderful about continental seating that you can only gauge when you see it in a theatre 
- and this is the absence of breaks. The extra wide spacing of rows means you sit in comfort. 

ROSE 

FRANCA 
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LIGHTING 
Let us look at the question of whether or not a theatre should have its own lighting equip
ment. Many of the theatres which are now being built- and let's face it, most of them are 
civic projects - are going to have to be available for local creations as well as touring com
panies. The Broadway tradition where the theatres are owned by the real estate companies and 
have no equipment does not apply here. If the theatres are to house local productions as well 
as touring groups they must be equipped. I think that the community theatre should be 
equipped with a basic flexible installation that will cater to the needs of local productions. 
However the system should be designed to accept a large amount of additional equipment 
brought in by touring professional companies. If the touring company can re-create 80 per 
cent of the plot from the equipment in the theatre they can bring in what we call specials: 
moonlight effects, sidelight effects, and special projection devices. To attempt to get a system 
which can re-create any plot is possible perhaps but difficult. 

STAGE 
With ballet our biggest problem is the stage surface. The dancers muscles simply will not 
stand up to dancing on a hard surface with little or no spring. We have countless injuries 
because of stage surfaces. Sometimes the management of a theatre will insist on having the 
stage floor waxed when he hears the ballet is coming: a situation we are lucky to escape from 
without breaking our necks. I understand that Lincoln Centre, marvellous project that it is, 
ended up with the stage floor right over concrete. 
Our other problem is of course trying to stretch the stage. Dancing is movement and dancers 
are trained to move freely: then nine times out of ten the stage is so cramped they can never 
use their training. However we did play recently in a theatre in Jacksonville, Florida which 
had an enormous stage - it was one of the few stages where the dancers could really breathe. 
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TECHNICAL COLUMN 
D. H. Lee, Technical Editor 

CONSIDERATIONS OF ENVIRONMENT 
FOR AUDIO/ VISUAL PRESENTATION 
Synopsis of a paper by G. G. Graham and R. W. Curtis 
of th~ National Film Board of Canada 

In the field of audio-visual communica
tions, the envelope is as essential to suc
cessful utilization as the message itself. 
By whatever name the area is identified, 
its function is the effective transmittal of 
information using human voice, motion 
pictures, still pictures, the fi lmstrip, slide 
projector, cape recorder, television receiv
er and other related aids. 

Rooms used today for audio-visual 
presentations range over a wide field, 
from the multiple purpose room of rela
tively small capacity accommodating 50 
people or less, to highly specialized in
stallations permitting more detailed and 
elaborate treatment for a limited number 
of uses. The possible functions might be 
grouped in three categories: 

( 1) The prestige type of presentation, 
w.here the primary objective is to convey 
a good public image of the organization 
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concerned and its serv1ces. Good show
manship may require introductory music, 
dimming of house lights, opening of 
screen curtains from projection booth, 
plus a flawless presentation of a company 
sponsored film or related material. 

( 2) The internal, or house presentation, 
chiefly for conferences, training sessions, 
evaluation of pictorial field reporrs, in
doctrination in related industry activities, 
etc. The audience usually consists of com
pany employees or close business associ
aces, and music, dimmers and ocher pres
tige i terns are not essential. 

(3) Incidental presentations, where the 
facilities are made avai lable, often for 
public relations reasons, to outside or
ganizations, employee associations, or are 
used by sales representatives for demon
stration purposes. Here, for economic or 
security reasons, owners may wish to lock 
their own projection equipment in the 
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projection booth and require the outside 
users to provide their own equipment. 
This would require duplication of elec
trical and mechanical outlets and controls 
outside the booth. 

An effective audio-visual communica
tion centre is essentially a suite of three 
rooms suitably interconnected, ( 1) the 
material and equipment storage and han
dling room, (2) the projection booth and 
(3) the audience room and ancillary space. 
It is assumed safety-base film will be used 
exclusively and special safety precautions 
for use of 35mm nitrate-base film there
fore are nor required. In addition to film 
storage racks, the storage room should 
have equipment storage cupboards, ship
ping and receiving facilities and work 
cable space with rewinds for fi lm inspec
tion, cleaning and repair. Films in regu
lar use maj be stored at temperatures be
tween 65 °F co 75 ° F, with a relative 
humidity preferably close to 50% . Low 
wintertime humidity in many buildings 
is hard on film emulsions and reduces 
useful life. 

The projection booth should have pro
vision for film and slide storage cabinet, 
projection equipment, disc or rape play
back unit, associated amplifiers and power 
supplies, house light and dimmer con
trols, communications system and rewind 
and splicing table. There should be access 
to both storage room and audience room. 
Air conditioning is desirable because of 
the heat generated by projection equip
ment, particularly where ceiling heights 
are about the usual 11 ft and the floor 
of the booth cannot be more than 2 or 3 
fr above the floor level of the audience 
room. 

Factors affecting the location of the 
audience room are access, traffic control 
and adjacent functions. It should be con
venient to the people it serves most often ; 
if used only for internal presentations, 
considerable latitude may be allowed in 
locating it; bur if it serves the public it is 
better located near a main entrance. A 
basement area, close to outside access is 
acceptable, particularly as this offers the 
possibility of improved booth design and 
searing by means of sloped floors. 

Traffic control requires consideration 
if active use and tight schedules are con
templated. If one audience has to be 
"stacked up" until the ocher moves out, 
ad jacent corridors should be provided 
with seats and cloakroom or hat and coat 
space. Washrooms should be easily acces
sible (and not off the perimeter walls of 
the audience room). 

Adjacent functions should be of a kind 
that do not interfere, in any way, with the 
presentation going on in the audience 
room. Machine noises and people noises 
are very distracting. Low frequency com
ponents are most disturbing and the audi
ence effect is aggravated if the source is 
intermittent and non-cyclical in nature. 

For the present needs, it is certainly 
best to centre the design of the audio-
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visual communication room around a 
16mm sound film and adapt the other 
reproduction equipment, such as film
strip, slide set, still picture, over !lead pro
jection, standard television tape or disc, 
ere. to fir in around irs needs. Obviously, 
there would be cases where one of the 
alternate means of presentation was con
sidered to be more important, in which 
case the motion picture film equipment 
would have to be adapted to that end. 

The standard ratio of screen width and 
height for 16mm projection purposes is 
1.33 to 1. Up to the present time no sig
nificant portion of non-theatrical prints 
used in Canada require the wider screen 
ratios such as 2.5 5 to 1. It is normal prac
tice to calculate seating requirements on 
the 1.33 to 1 standard but to provide a 
slightly larger screen at the time of in
stallation, so that wider screen ratios can 
be accommodated should they become an 
important factor at a later date. 

The correct size and brightness of the 
picture and rhe components that will give 
these can be selected by simple, time
tested methods. The accompanying nomo
graph will be of help here. 

As a general rule, no viewer should be 
closer to the screen than rw ice the screen 
width (2w), and no further away than six 
times the screen width (6w). For a 2" lens 
the throw corresponds to about 6w, which 
would place the projector immediately 
behind the audience as in the conven
tional projection booth. For lenses shorter 
than 2", the throw is less than 6w, and for 
lenses longer than 2" the throw is greater 
than 6w. Such lenses are useful when the 
position of the projector is non-standard 
as with projection via mirrors. 

The maximum angle from the viewer 
to the centre of the screen should be no 
greater than 30 °, if apparent distortion 
of the picture is to be kept down. If a 
directional screen such as glass-beaded is 
used, this angle should be no greater than 
20 o because of light fall-off. 

The "maximum audience" figure on 
the nomograph is based on th is geometry. 
While essentially correct for smaller audi
toria (less than 1 00) it should be used 
with caution for the larger values - it 
implies an extreme fanning out of the 
seating chat would seldom be encountered 
in a commercial theatre. 

This "audience" figure is based on the 
standard 6 sq. fr of floor area per person. 
Since the figure includes aisle areas, the 
degree of comfort implied by 6 sq. ft 
does not necessarily hold. For conference 
room or classroom applications it is con
ven donal to assign 12 sq. ft per person. 

With rhe correct size of picture at
rained through the selection of the proper 
lens for the given throw, it then remains 
to obtain the right picture brilliance. This 
is a function of the type of screen surface 
and the power rating of the projection 
lamp. Screen brightness can be measured 
with a meter having a small angle of 
acceptance and, for general purpose 

screening, should be in the V1Clntty of 
10-foor lamberts with the projector run
ning but with no film in the gate. Too 
bright an image is just as unsatisfactory 
as one that is too dim and can be very 
annoying with large white areas in the 
picture, such as with snow scenes. Black 
masking should be used around the screen 
to keep the picture borders sharp. 

Stray light falling on the screen should 
be kept to as low a level as possible in 
order to prevent a washing-out of the 
picture. Stray light in the order of 0.1 
foot lambert reflected from the screen is 
quire acceptable. It does nor necessarily 
follow that the whole room be kept at 
this low light level. Subdued light is pre
ferred to absolute darkness and the guid
ing principle is, of course, one of provid
ing comfort and lack of distraction. Most 
effective control of the lights is through 
dimmers and if this is not feasible, switch
ing of groups of lamps. 

The use of screen curtains has practical 
as well as aesthetic benefits - protection 
of the screen surface from dirt. 

Whether or not a perforated screen is 
used will be determined by the location 
of the loudspeakers. The perforated 
screen, while allowing placement of the 
speakers behind it, has several disadvan
tages in the smaller installation. The per
forations reduce the total reflecting area 
and hence the picture brilliance. It is 
possible that the perforations may be 
visible from the first row of seats. Sound 
treatment is required in the back stage 
area if boominess is to be avoided. If the 
speakers can be incorporated into the 
auditorium, a solid screen can be used 
which is usually the best solution for the 
non-theatrical application. 

While being unobtrusive or even in
visible, the speakers should have a clear 
line of sight to each member of the audi
ence allowing free passage of the higher 
frequencies. Speakers should be grouped 
symmetrically with respect to the screen 
if the illusion is to be preserved of the 
sound coming from the screen. At the 
present time there is little, if any, use of 
stereophonic sound on 16mm film. 
Nevertheless, it may be useful to incor
porate a stereophonic sound system to 
handle disc and tape playback, making a 
provision for the two channels to be com
bined for the monaural requirements of 
film. 

Acottstic treatment 
Acoustic treatment for rooms intended 
for the presentation of audio-visual ma
terial must provide for these require
ments : 

!.Isolation 
In essence this covers such sound-proofing 
as may be needed to reduce solid-borne 
noises, shock, and vibration to acceptable 
limits and it also includes the seeps which 
must be taken to insulate air-borne noise 
which might enter the room through 
walls, doors, ducts, windows, etc. 
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BRUNSWICK FOLDING PARTITIONS 
Convenience Is Only The Beginning 

At the turn of a key, Brunswick's Folding Partition 

slides into place and instantly one large school 

gymnasium becomes two distinct recreational areas. 

Certainly a wonderful asset-especially when the 

partition is built to withstand the punishment 

l>f active young people and designed to blend with 

the handsome appearance of modern schools. 

For detailed specifications covering the Brunswick 

range of gymnasium equipment, write or 

contact the address shown below. 

A Brunswick's "Y" yoke trolleys, which operate on an 
"I" beam track, provide feather-light, friction-free 
movement. 

a Structurally proven Brunswick hardboard honey
comb 'AeroCore' panelling (cells of resin-impregnated 
paper) provides maximum stability, extra sound insula
tion, and is warpage-free even under extreme conditions. 

C When the Brunswick Folding Partition is locked into 
position the Automatic Floor Seal 
grips the floor with sponge rubber to 
eliminate side sway and retard sound. 

A 

ICK 
a RUNS WICK 0 F CANADA School Furniture of Advanced Design 

School Equipment Division 
Head Office: 1156 Dundas Highway East, Cooksville, Ontario 

BRANCHES: VANCOUVER, CALGARY, WINNIPEG, TORONTO, MONTREAL, QUEBEC CITY 
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2. Aco11stical conditioning 
This phase of the project covers the con
tro l of reverberation time, reverberation 
characreriscics at various frequencies and 
the elimination of sound focal points and 
standing waves such as might be created 
by concave surfaces and parallel walls. 
A very comprehensive creacmenc of sound 
problems is presented in Acoustical De
signing in Architecture by Knudsen and 
Harris. 

Seating 
If the room is intended for several kinds 
of functions it is likely char permanently 
fixed seating cannot be used. If solid wood 
office armchairs are provided, serious con
sideration should be given to the use of 
carpeting on the floor of the room in 
order co assist in maintaining an adequate 
acoustic balance for audiences of various 
sizes. 

If permanent searing can be considered 
the following observations may be of 
some assistance. 

To view any type of projected image 
with minimum distraction, obviously the 
desirable condition is a front row centre 
location. If we are considering new con
struction and the screening room can be 
located in the basement it is nor coo diffi
cult co provide a sloped floor which will 
reduce obstruction to a considerable ex
rene. In actual practice it has been found 
chat the floor slope necessary to give each 
person a clear view of the screen over the 
heads of the people immediately in front 
exceeds the allowances in most city build
ing codes. The most effective compromise 
is co design for, what is called "one row 
obstruction", in which case as a result of 
staggered searing you see the screen be
tween che heads and shoulders of the 
people siccing immediately in front of 
you. If staggered seating is used, the 
ragged edges along the aisle can be re
duced, if not eliminated, by using a selec
tion of chair widths. These range from 
19" co 22". Chair standards allow for 
a downward pitch in increments of one
quarter of an inch up co two inches per 
foot. In very large installations intended 
for the presentation of motion pictures 
only, a reverse pitch can be introduced 
as one nears the screen and suitable chairs 
are available for chis purpose as well . 

Given a fixed level floor slab one can 
introduce a series of broad steps on which 
each row of seats can be raised. It will be 
apparent that in working between two 
fixed concrete slabs constituting floor and 
ceiling, certain compromises have co be 
worked out with respect co the maximum 
elevation of che searing and the posicion 
of the projection booth which, in turn, 
will effect the location of the screen. 

Usually for this type of installation, 
comfort is of more concern than the num 
ber of seats which can be fitted into the 
space available. For this reason we would 
strongly recommend, wherever possible, 
using wider sears and considering 36" as 

an ab olute minimum separation between 
che backs of seats in succeeding rows. 

Particular attention should be given to 
the provision of ash trays on the seats and 
small litter baskets for coffee cups, note 
paper, etc. should be provided. 

Air -conditioning 
For the small auditorium comfort air
conditioning is quite satisfactory. W e 
have noted previously the requirements 
for the film storage and handling area and 
aside from chis point the only major con
sideration is insuring that the air-condi
tioning system does not contribute co the 
interior noise level of the room. To 
achieve this objective, consideration will 
have to be given to slow-speed, high
volume fans, the use of damping materials 
co reduce duct rattles, perhaps some in
terior insulation of ducrs and the provi
sion of noise-free air diffusers. 

Electrical requirements 
The general electrical requirements are 
quire straightforward. If a number of 
pieces of different audio equipment muse 
be fitted into the system, we recommend 
the use of the services of a systems en
gineer co insure adequate performance. 
Close liaison is required between chose 
responsible for the audio requi rements 
and the electrical engineers co insure pro
per isolation of the circuitry to avoid elec
trical noise in the sound system, cross
calk and ocher interference. 

Experience has shown char it is a wise 
precaution co allow extra empty conduits 
between the screen and projection room, 
along each side wall for later installations. 

In general, lighting requirements fol
low standard practice and should be de
signed co fulfil all of the operating func
tions of the room concerned. Preference 
is now being given co use of indirect light
ing during film presentations co gee away 
from the ' 'long black box" effect. Care 
must be taken co keep extraneous light 
off the screen to avoid degrading the 
images. 

At least one desk installation with an 
illuminated writing surface is found 
handy in most situations where perma
nent searing is installed . A more elaborate 
version of this desk includes communi
cation facilities with che booth and with 
the outside, a possible built-in control for 
sound levels, a film footage counter co aid 
in building particular sections of the film, 
ecc. Ic is possible co control focus of the 
projectors from this point by means of 
a selsyn system, although this is not com
mon practice. 

In this article we have cried co present 
some general considerations which affect 
che design of the audio-visual communi
cation centres. The reader should be cau
tioned chat che rapid increase in the kinds 
and complexities of modern equipment 
necessitates the consideration of each of 
these design problems on irs own specific 
merits. There is no one standard treatment 
applicable co all situations. 
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ANNOUNCING 

A $500QQ GOVERNMENT CASH 

INCENTIVE TO BUYERS OF A 

WINTER BUILT HOME 

Help yourself to a busy winter this year. The new Federal Government cash incentive is going 
to persuade many more Canadians to have their new homes Winter Built. You can expect 
dozens of prospects in your area to approach you for details of the scheme. You stand to gain 
weeks of extra work this winter. Boost the scheme, it can help maintain a year-round tradition 
of work in the buying public's mind . Winter Built is going to be a mighty important trademark 
this year. Put your weight behind the campaign, gain extra orders through it. 

Pamphlets and application forms for your customers can be obtained from any office of the 
National Employment Service and Central Mortgage and Housing, and where there is noNES 
office, from your Post Office. They are also available from the Special Services Branch, Depart
ment of Labour, Ottawa. Do it now! 

Issued by authority of HON. ALLAN J. MAcEACHEN, MINISTER OF LABOUR, CANADA 
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elevator contractor shall supply and install, complete with all wiring, a triplex s~ 

ctive control system for the automatic supervi~io~,.!:.nd automatic dispatching of the 
·-.;~ 

operation of each passenger elevator from the such that the momentar~ 

e or more buttons shall send the car to the de 

e car, irrespective of the s 

1ich they have been pressed. The control shall ed so that normally one ca 

1.rked at the main floor and the other cars are r the landing calls. Sho 

happen to finish their calls at the main floor, arrived first shall becom~ 

:o answer subsequent landing calls. An idle fr answer any hall calls eitl 

~low where it may be standing. When a free c calls, the other cars pa 

nain floor will automatically start to answer 1 should the following condi 

DIRECTIONS IN TRAFFIC PlANNIN& 

Passenger Elevators 

Parking Garage Elevators 

Dumbwaiters 

Freight Elevators 

Moving Walkways 

Power Scaffolds 

Doctor, lawyer, president, clerk
each occupant creates his own 
traffic problem when you're speci
fying internal transportation for a 
building. The sum of all their re
quirements determines the build
ing's traffic patterns . Your choice 
of internal transportation to match 
these changing patterns wi II de 
pend on a careful traffic study, 
plus the right combinat ion of 
equ ipment. 

Let Turnbull Elevator work with 
you to establish speci fications for 
transportation equipment that 
give you profitable and effective 
use of space through efficient 
traffic planning. 

TURNBU LL 
ELEVATOR 

Executive Offices: 311 w. 43rd Street, New York 36, N.Y./Sales Offices At lanta, Ga.: Philadelphia, Pa.; San Francisco, Calif. Canada: Head Office Toronto/ Branches in Pr incipal Cities 
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STANLEY 

can hinge the doors 
of any 

building you design! 

,......, 
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PAUMELLE FULL MORTISE SWING CLEAR 
HALF MORTISE 

OLIVE KNUCKLE 
PAUMELLE 

EXTRA HEAVY SWING CLEAR FULL SURFACE 

A modern building requires a wide variety of 
hinges, but whatever the finish, material or 
type, Stanley can supply it! 

The Stanley hinge line is as handsome and 
functional as it is versatile. Crisp, modern de· 
signs and brushed finishes live well with the 
clean, simple lines of contemporary architec· 
ture. Advanced engineering guarantees each 
hinge will work smoothly and last longer. 

~ 

~ <D 

~ 0 

~ ($) 

:= 0 

HALF MORTISE 

Write for your free copy of the 
Stanley Hinge Guide. It's a 
complete reference book on 
hinges and hinge appl ication. 

STANLEY 
HARDWARE 

=-

~ =-. ......... ~. 

Canada builds better and lives better with Stanley. 

THE STANLEY WORKS OF CANADA LIMITED, HAMILTON, ONTARIO 
Hardware o Hand Tools o Power Tools 

e ($) 

-
0 e 
($) <D -

0 e 

56·222 

FULL SURFACE 
EXTRA HEA.V: 

SLIMLINE 
FULL MORTISE 

FRICTION HALF SURFACE 
EXTRA HEAVY 

FULL MORTISE 
PLAIN BEARING 

TRIPLE AND DOUBLE WEIGHT 
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Architect : K. R. Cooper 

Owner: Yonge- Eglinton Building Ltd. 
Contractor : The Foundation Company 

of Canada Limited. 
Acoustical Contractor : Versa-Tile Ltd. 

Toronto. 

lone 
FIR (fire-rated) mineral 
acoustical board in the new 
Foundation House, Toronto. 

Architect for the Foundation House. 
Toronto-Mr. K. R. Cooper. states: 
"Wisper-Tone ceiling board 
was selected because of its fire -rated 
qual ities and decorative sound 
control combination." 

MICRO* 
High light-reflecting 
white finish 
(reflection factor 
of over .85 (a)). 
double-coated 
for permanence and 
evenness of tone. 

FISSURED 
Available in white 

For further information and specifications write: 

INTERNATIONAL PANEL BOARDS LIMITED 
A Subsidiary of Canadian International Paper Company 

Sun Life Building, Montreal 

"Trade mark 
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FOR STRUCTURAL USES--- ROOF AND FLOOR--- DUCTWORK 

II For structural uses, steel plate provides increased design flexib ility with decreased dead 
load in shop-fabricated girders and trusses. 

Floor and roof decking goes down fast in any weather, when the material is steel, pre
formed to ensure ease of assembly. 

fn ductwork, steel means lightweight strength with economy, easy handling, and speedy 
installation. 

Steel displays its versatility in sidewall panels. Painted or porcelain enamelled, steel offers 
a wide choice of colour and texture. 

Jnside the building, too, partitions of steel add functional grace while ensuring durabi lity 
at low cost. 

THE STEEL C 0 M PAN Y 0 F CAN A 0 A , LIMITE 0 • Hamillonj Monlreal A Canadian-owned company with sa les offices 

across Canada, and representatives in principal overseas markets. 



... SIDEWALL PANELS ... PARTITIONS ... THINK OF 

From the inside out .. . steel puts strength in 
the structure, while reducing deadload and 

speeding construction. 
Steel is the truly year-round building ma

terial. Construction goes ahead swiftly and 
smoothly, in any weather, when full use is 

made of architectural steel products , pre

engineered for trouble-free assembly. 
Look at the versatility of steel! From high 

strength bolts to pre-formed flooring ; from 
shop-fabricated girders to painted partitions, 

steel brings high strength and light weight with 
economy to construction of all kinds. 
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12th Century Bronze 
Fine examples of the early metalworkers' art are to be found 
in the many South Indian bronze and copper images of Shiva 
or Nataraja, the Lord of the Dance. A Brahmanical bronze, 
"Cosmic Dance of Nataraja", in the Madras Museum dates 
back to the 12th century. 

In the great temple of-Nataraja at Chidambaram 
(151 miles south of Madras) which covers an area of 32 acres, 
the magnificent image of Shiva is cast in an alloy of five metals. 
PH OTOG RAP H COURTESY OF DIR ECTO R, COVERS MENT OF IND IA TOURIST OFFICE, TORONTO , ONTAR IO 

milestones in metal ... 
Today, Canadian Rogers' craftsmen combine tradi
tional skill with modern techniques to fabricate 
architectural metalwork which is both decorative 
and functional. When specifying metal for its 
strength, versatility, freedom from maintenance 
problems and lasting beauty, many leading 
Canadian architects prefer to work with 
Canadian Rogers because of their fifty years' 
experience in this field. For skillful fabri
cation and erection of entrances, curtain 
walls, and architectural work of all kinds in 
Bronze, Stainless Steel, Steel and Aluminum 
-please contact us in the planning stage 
without obligation. 

20th Century Bronze 
Fabricaltd by· Canadian Rogtrs Eas/trn Limiltd, 
hronu windows, tntranu ways and trim for Tht BanJc 
of Noaa Scalia's ntw building in Kilchmtr, Onlario providt 
an excellml txamplt of lht funclional btauly of mtlal in 
modern archiltclural d.sign. 

Arrhiltels: 
Barnt/1 and Ritdtr-Hymmen 
Contractor: 
Dunlur Cons/rue/ion Lid. 

CREl CANADIAN ROGERS EASTERN LIMITED 
108 Vine Avenue • Toronto • Ontario • ROger 2-7211 

Canadian Licencees: General Bronze Corporation, New York 
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Hauserman Movable Walls ... Fit Any Budget, Any Price 
Now, whether you want basic space division at t he lowest 
initial cost, or the ultimate in appearance, performance 
and long-range economy, there is a Hauserman movable 
wall system to do the job. 

For basic space division- new Co-ordinator Double Wall, 
the first practical metal movable wall at low initial cost
and the Hauserman Co-ordinator Gypsum walls, the low
est cost walls with any degree of flexibility. 

For the ultimate in long-range economy and perform
ance-Hauserman Dimension and Delineator - the most 
flexible, durable, attractive wall systems on the market 
and insta l led on time. 

All Hauserman walls are sold insta l led complete wi th 

Journal R A I C , November !963 

Hausermanaged SERVICE - performance guaranteed by 
half a century of experience and leadership. -=w ~.~~~~~;~M~,~.J r~.; 

Made and Serviced in Canada by Canadians 

Hauserman ltd., Dept. 311, Mallard Road, Don Mills, Ontario 
Gentlemen: Please send me complete informat ion on 

Hauserman Movab le Wall systems. 
Name ____________________________________ ___ 

Title ______________________________________ _ 

Company __________________________________ __ 

Address ____________________________________ _ 
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SOUND CONDITIONING 
FIRE PROTECTION BEAUTY 

I : lllillliliillli :1-

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ···-··········· 
The Canadian Imperial Bank of Commerce , 

Toronto 
Architects, Marani , Morris & Alla n, Toronto 

At Left: 12" x 24" Perforated 
Metal Pans . 
Right: 12" x 12" x 7)6" Perforated 
Densite. 
These Cweco acoustical products 
were installed in the Canadian 
Imperial Bank of Commerce, Bay 
and Richmond Streets, Toronto, and 
are only a few of the many pro
ducts available for sound/ sound 
conditioning, beauty, and to pro
vide fire protection for many of 
Canada's fine new buildings. 

THE HERITAGE 
OF 

EVERY BUILDING 
THE HUSHED QUIET 

OF CONTROLLED SOUND 

AND THE 

SHEER BEAUTY 

OF MODER~"! 

CEILING CONSTRUCTION 

..... -................ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
e e • • e e e I e e e • <II e e e e e • ' e e ...................... ...................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...................... 

CWECO ACOUSTICAL PRODUCTS 

72 

Ask for th e Cweco Acoustical Manual and the 
Cweco Acoustical Fire/ Tested Mineral Tile bro
chure covering products, specifications and 
application methods. 

FOR SOUND/ SOUND CONDITIONIN6 

• 
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t\ '' L~ 
LIKE I KEEP TELLING YOU, IT TAKES THE 

HUNGRY NUMBER 3 COMPANY 

TO THINK OF THE LITTLE EXTRAS* 

EP. 3 

* Little extras like partial deliveries if you're in a jam ... units delivered 
uncrated to the job site . .. and an overall willingness to oblige that makes 
you feel like a friend of the family! Try us. We still rank third, but we're 
coming up fast. 

Solarpane insulating units are available in Canada through leading glass 
jobbers and window manufacturers. 

SOLARPANE 

ENGINEERING PRODUCTS 
OF CANADA LIMITED 

5035 Ontario St. East, Montrea l, Qu e. Tel. CL. 5-361 3- 57 Bloor St. W est, Toronto , Ont. Tel. WA. 2-8378 

In W estern Canada manufactured by : 
Solarpane M anufacturing Co. Ltd ., Regina, Sask. Available in Western Canada t hrough a list 
of exclusive distributors. 
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evolution 
of the 
portal frame 

A wider range of application for plywood portal frames was indicated by 
the recent use of giant size frames in Sunderland, England . The huge plywood 
components served as supporting members in covering a 12,000 square foot 
playing field. The combination of plywood's light weight and structural 
strength proved an ideal solution to a load bearing restriction (imposed 
because of a feared subsidence cleavage at the site) . In all , 20 portal frames 
were constructed. The largest, 62 feet in length, stretch from the 4 corners 
to a central 22 square foot area of plywood box beams. Of the others, placed 
around the perimeter, 8 are 44 feet long, the remainder 22 feet in length. 

A new method of construction was employed in producing frames of this 
size, beginning with fabrication of a simple box core using 7" x 2" softwood 
members, with Vs " plywood both sides. Prelaminated chords were then glued 
to top and bottom of this core and , after planing, the entire structure was 
covered with a further skin of Vs" plywood. Finally, the portal frames were 
finished with polyurethane varnish. 

The use o.f large plywood portal frames enabled construction of a covering 
area of the required size, within the limitations imposed and at a low cost. 
As a further step in development of this form, it indicates the increasing value 
of the portal frame as a structural and design element. Information about 
structural uses of fir plywood is available from the Association field offices. 
Covering structure for the Sunderla nd playing field is the wo rk of H.C. Bishop, A.R.J.B.A., 
and A. R. F. M cGahan, A.M. I. C.E., A.R.I. B.A., A.I. w.s. c . 

Waterproof Glue 

F:IR PLYWOOD 
P lywood M a nu fac tu rers A s s oc i a tion o f B . C . , Va n c ou v e r, B . C. 

S P-63-2 

FIELD OFFICES : Vancouver • Edm onton • Winn ipeg • London • Toronto • Ottawa • Montrea l • Mon cton 
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Here's rust endangering structural safety, 
piling Up maintenance COStS ... 2C to 5C per pound of steel for zinc 
galvanizing could have prevented this ... a zinc coating applied by hot dip gal
vanizing is one of the most economical and effective ways of saving steel-a metal unrivalled 
for strength, versatility and low cost-from the ravages of rusting. Galvanizing protects the 
steel from corrosion. Long, maintenance-free life is extended almost indefinitely when 
decorative painting is carried out after coating. This combination of zinc galvanizing and 
painting reduces maintenance to occasional retouching, saves millions of dollars annually 
and eliminates unsightly staining. 

Note: Steel structures can be protected against rust right on the site by metallizing with zinc.~ 

Write for detai ls on the protection of buildings by galvanizing or metall izing, to : Q ~ 
The Consolidated Mining and Smelting Company of Canada Limited, 630 Dorchester Boulevard West, Montreal 2, Que. 

3010 
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CGE equipped Medallion Apartments 

Rent faster, Inore profitably 
Give the apartments you design the definite 
competitive advantage you need to create 
immediate rentals and protect your clients 
investment. Design Medallion Apartments 
equipped wit h famous brand Canadian 
General Electric wiring, appliances and 
electric heating. 

With the impact of the electrical industry's 
Medallion Home program, it's little wonder 
that today's apartment hunters recognize, 
in the familiar Medallion, a known stand
ard of quality and extra value. 

Medallion apartments embody all the im
portant features people insist on when they 

RIA 

'shop' for a new suite: full housepower with 
sufficient capacity, and plenty of circuits 
and outlets for present and future needs; 
modern breaker type power panels; built-in 
electric appliances; eye-saving and attrac
tive lighting; individual Thermostatic Con
trol - room by room ... to name just a few. 
Design your apartments to rent faster. The 
CGE Medallion Builder Package offers ad
vantages you cannot afford to miss. Contact 
the Builder Sales Specialist or the applica
tion engineer at your nearest CGE office or 
write: Residential Market Development 
Operation, Canadian General Electric Co. 
Limited, 214 King Street West, Toronto. 

CANADIAN GENERAL ELECTRIC 
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In the fluorescent lighting field acrylic plastic has 

HOLOPHANE Research Produces 
PRISMALUME One-Piece Lenses 

established its merit as the one tested-and-proven 

raw material for quality lenses . . . Methyl methacrylate 

(acrylic plastic) was the logical choice of Holophane en-(ACRYLIC PLASTIC) 

gineers in developing PRISMALUME® and the production of one-

piece, injection-molded CONTROLENS~ .. Here are the character-

istics that made the fabrication of these lenses possible: unusual 

weight-lightness, fine color stability, high light-transmission ratio and 

great impact resistance. Moreover, use of this plastic assures installation 

and maintenance economies. Above all, it permits prismatic designs 

of advanced efficiency and performance, heretofore unachievable ... 

Below-one of the largest one-piece plastic lenses made ... Favored 

by architects and designers ... They like this CONTROLENS for its 

sophisticated, crisp-lined simplicity-no cluttered ceilings . •. 

They're delighted with its versatility-can be sized to fit any ceil-

ing area . . . They recommend its precise prismatic control-for 

highest utilization of light with maximum lamp concealment. 

Made in two standard types: No. 6250 (2' x 4' shown) 

and No. 6150 (1' x 4'). Write for complete engineering data. 

I 
/ 

HOLOPHANE CONTROLENS 

NO. 8250 

Write for a complete booklet on 

HOLOPHANE PRISMALUME CONTROLENS 

" MADE IN CANADA" 

The HOLOPHANE Company Ltd. 
418 Kipling Avenue South 

Toronto 18, Ontario 



... and only the firemen got wet! 
She's completely dry, and her expensive gown protected from the efforts of the 
Fire Department, because E.S . P. * WEATHERSEAL ROLLING METAL DOOR is 
designed to protect your building interiors (and her gown) from extremes in 
weather - rain, sleet, snow, or even the high pressure blast from a fire hose. 

78 

WEATHERSEAL DOORS SEAL OUT THE WEATHER .They effectively stop drafts and ~eat loss 
• They resist oxidization and acid action • They are quiet - slats don't rattle or slap 

NO OTHER ROLLING METAL DOOR WORKS LIKE WEATHERSEAL 

For information and specification data about WEATHERSEAL Rolling Metal Doors- contact: 

EASTERN STEEL PRODUCTS 
DIVISION OF TURNBULL ELEVATOR LIMITED 

777 laurel Street, Preston, Ontario 2162 Demontigny Street East, Montreal, Quebec 
*PATENTS PENDING 
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DESIGN FREEDOM 
& 

FIRE PROTECTION 
WITH 

AcousT•·CELOTEX 
TRADE MARK 

FIRE-RATED 
CEI Ll NG ASS EM B Ll ES 

FOR 

SCHOOLS 
"PROTECTONE" mineral fiber tile is available in a variety of 
unusual and tasteful surface patterns assuring the widest freedom in 
creating distinctive ceilings. Each "PROTECTONE" tile h~s an. 
excellent sound-absorption rating. "PROTECTONE" is rated by UL 
for 1-2 and 4-hour fire-rated assemblies. 
Complete details of patterns, ratings, and installation are available 
from Dominion Sound Equipments Limited - Canada's foremost 
acoustical applicators. 
In addition to a complete range of ACOUSTI-CELOTEX sound con
ditioning products, Dominion Sound also provide NESLO "CLIP
GRIP" partition systems ... Cepco conventional and "POLRIZED" 
translucent ceilings. 

~Dominion 
EQUIPMENTS LIMITED 

HEAD DFFIC£1 4040 Sl Catherine Street West, Montreal • BRANCHES: Halifax, Saint John, Montreal, 
Ottawa. Toronto, Hamilton, London, North Bay, Winnipeg, Regina, Saskatoon, Calgary, Edmonton, Vancouver 
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Place des Arts, Montreal 
Architects: Affleck, Desbarats. Dimakopoulos. Lebensold. & S1se. 
Consulting Structural Engineers: Brouillet & Carmel. 

steel speeded construction 
of Montreal's new concert hall 
By using steel to support the roof of the stage house and the 
auditorium and to provide structural stability for the three bal
conies. the very best use was made of construction t ime. Steel 
is always shop fabricated and structural members can be 
delivered to the site and put into place at the most expedient 
time and with the minimum of hinderance to other trades. 
Small illustration shows Dominion Bridge riggers joini ng roof 
i ections. Altogether 530 tons of structural steel went into this 
building . 

Journal R A I C, November 1963 



steel speeds 
construction 

When evaluating framing materials 
bear in mind all the advantages of 
steel. Steel goes up fast. gives an 
early return on invested capital and 
reduces interest charges on constru c
tion loans. Lightweight steel framing 
keeps foundation costs down and the 
strength of the material permits large 
co lumn-free areas for maximum usable 
floor space. These are some of the 
many advantages that steel constru c
tion practice offers the builder. 

Dominion Bridge maintain design. 
fabrication and erection facilities in 
most of the major cities . The ir Sales 
and Engineering Departments are al
ways available for discussion. and to 
assist in any way they can. 

166 
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16 PLA NTS COAST TO COAST 
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Brule Street School 

Dartmouth Schoo l Commission, Nova Scotia 
Architects : J. Phil ip Du maresq & Associates 
Contractors; Blunden Supplies Limited 

school in the round 

Not un ique anymore but interesting and eff icient. This school is 
a 20- sided structure. approximately 196 feet in diameter. A 
gymnasium occupies the core to the fu ll heig ht of the building, 
and two fl oors of classrooms are located on the perimeter. 
A 9-foot co rri dor on each floo r provides access between the 
c lassrooms and the gymnasium. 

Saskatchewan Power Corporation , Regina 
Architect : J oseph Pettick 
Consu ltants: C. C. Pa rker. Whittaker & Co. Ltd. 

"Y" shaped 
with flowing curves 

Structu ra l steel was chose n to frame this unusual building in 
Regi na. Th irteen floors each wi t h co lumn -f ree areas 270 ft. x 
42 ft. provide wide open spaces for the effi cie nt layout of 
offices. Twenty- three hundred (2 300) tons w ere erected on 
schedule . A.3 6 is used for t he beams and bracing and A.7 for 
t he co lumns. Ph otog raph shows one of the 13 f loors. Note the 
flow of the wa ll line and the vast open area so easily obta ined 
with steel co nstruction. 
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Dimensions of tomorrow ... in today's locksets from Sargent 
Here's a new twist on the old continental lever hand le - a 
style resurgence wh ich smartly complements contemporary 
arch itectu re .. . it sets the fast sty ling pace for a who le line 
of sophisticated locksets from Sargent. Magna lock, the T-zone, 
torque-resistant bored lock ... Jntegral ock, comOining the 
best features of both unit and mortise Jocks . .. modern 
mortise Jocks with an endless variety of sculptured, screwless 
t rim - all available in brass, bronze, aluminum and stainl ess 
steel- or colorful fired copper or DuPont De lrin® in lustrous 
fin ishes . . . one or more perfect for your type of structure . 

In additi on to these heavy duty locksets, Sargent also leads 
in the design and manufacture of qual ity, high fashion door 
closers, exit devices and other safety hardware - your sing le 
source of responsibility for all your requirements. See your 
Sargent hardware supp lier, or write Sargent & Company, New 
Haven 9, Connecticut. In Canada , Sargen t Hardware of 
Canada Ltd ., Peterborough, Ontario. 

I] SARGENT 
th e newest fashion in a complete l ine of architectural hardwa re 

Mortise Lock with scr ew/ess trim MagnaLock with Delrin® knob lntegraLock with f ir ed copper rose ,.----



Draperies with Rovana 
can even be machine washedl 

Only draperies withRovana as the warp offer so many 
tangible advantages-for long life-beauty-economy. 

THESE ARE THE ADVANTAGES: permanently 
flame resistant • resistant to cracking, scratching 
or splintering • hand or machine washable • dry 
cleanable • colour fast • variety in patterns • re
sistant to solvents and chemicals • mildew proof 

odourless • non-allergenic weathers well 
moderate in cost 

r-------------------------
Your clients should know about fl a me resistant, easy I 
care draperies . .. with Rovana. For your Fact File I 
on R ovana mail th is coupon. I 
TO: Textile F ibres Depart ment, 1 

Dow Chemical of Canada, Li mited, Sarnia , Ontario 1 
Please send me a Fact File on Rovana I 
(R.A. I .C. File No. 28-D-1) 1 

I DOW CH;:.~::I b;;; ~e:~::e~~ LIMITED ~ ;,:E ~~·~·E · ·. · .. ·············································· ! 
SARNIA, ONTARIO ~ ADDR ESS . . . . . . .••• •• .. • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 

L ~~ I 
*Registered trademark Dow Chemical of Canada, Limited ------------------------"""' 
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UNDERWRITER 
APPROVED 

You· probably have 
INSURANCE 
in case of fire ... 

but what about ASSURANCE? 
You get that assu rance with Darling Fire Pumps ... assurance of 
dependability based on the results of three-quarters of a century of 
engineering experience! 

With Darling equ ipment, you also get unexcelled performance. For 
example, the Darling Class 'B' Split Case Double Suction Centrifugal 
Fire Pump is designed to achieve the flat contour head/capacity curve 
to meet Underwriter requirements of furnishing not less than 150% of 
rated capacity at a total head not less than 65% of total rated head. 
The shut-off total head does not exceed 120% of tota l rated head. In 
addition , Darling Class 'B' Fire Pumps are pre-tested in our Hydraulic 
Test Laboratories prior to delivery. So, for assurance in addition to your 
insurance ... look to Darl ing for new and repl acement installations. 
Darling equipment costs far less in the lo ng run . 

DARLING BROTHERS LIMITED 
140 PRINCE ST REET, MONTREAL, QUEBEC. 
Branches an d Agents A cro ss Canada 
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MONTREAL 

THE METAL THAT MOTIVATES IMAGINATION 

PEDLAR EXPANDED METAL MESH 
The moment you see and touch this imaginative metal, an endless flow of fresh and 

daring approaches to design problems begin to form in the mind. 
For, here is beauty and strength, as light or heavy as you wish, in a new, flexible 

material .. . a material that begs to be cut and curved, by mind and machine, into exciting 
forms that please the eye and satisfy functional demands. 

The possibilities for Pedlar Expanded Metal Mesh are infinite for the architect, product 
design and industrial engineer. Available in steel, aluminum, stainless steel, copper, *Monel 
and *Inconel, it can be used plain, galvanized, painted, anodized or plated. Free samples 
are available, along with a catalogue, at your nearest Pedlar office. 

*T.M. Registered International Nickel Co. of Canada Ltd. 

THE PEDLAR PEOPLE LTD. 
519 Simcoe Street South, Oshawa, Ont. 

OTTAWA TORONTO WINNIPEG • EDMONTON • CALGARY VANCOUVER 
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At the same time, 
sound - gives a ready -

surface for ceilings- speeds 

No \\·onder the best Ooor plans 
include Structural Clay Floor 

Ti le. Do yours? 

BRICK AND TILE 
I~ STITUTE 

OF ONTARIO 
4824 YONGE ST., WI LLOWDALE, ONTARIO 
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Archi tects: Mathers & Holdenby, Toron to. Gert ' l Contractors: Ell•s Don l td., london 

A new Canadian landmark leaves the 
drawing board ... and CMT is proud to make 

a most significant contribution! 
This is a model of Canada's new and immensely 
impressive library and Archives Building, soon to 
be erected in Ottawa . The construction and supply 
of the stainless steel window units .. . many hun
dreds of them ... and various exterior door leaves 
... will be in the hands of CMT ... Chubb-Mosler 
and Taylor .. . one of many architectural metal
work projects in this rapidly growing sphere of the 

company ' s activity . CMT. with its long experience, 
is eminently capable of the precision work required 
in this realm . 

Enquiries are invited from architects, specification 
writers and builders wherever architectural metal 
work - in stainless steel , bronze, or nickel silver 
i s involved. 

N U CLEAR SH I ELD I NG PRO DU C T S , CMT FIRE & BURGLAR ALARM SYSTE M S• 

CHUBB-MOSLER AND TAYLOR SAFES LTD. 
HEAD OFFICE : BRAMPTON , ONTAR I O . S ALES OFFICES : VANCOUVER • SASKATOON • CALGARY 

WINNIPEG • HAMILTON • TORONTO • OTTAWA • MONTREAL • QUEBEC CITY • HALIFAX 
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ARCH I TECTURAL META L WORK . BANK 

SEC U R ITY EQU I PMENT. COMMERC IAL 

F l RE & B U RGLAR RESISTANT PROD-

U CTS, PR I SON SECURITY EQ UI PMENT 
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rom ll~®· above 
to ~®@below in four hours 

This Twindow * accelerated weathering t est 
shoots the temperature to a sizzling 130° above, 
then drops it to a frigid 30° below- in a repeating 
four-hour cycle. As well, water is sprayed on the 
units for a 10-minute period during the cycle. A 
double-glazed window unit built to take this kind 
of punishment without fogging , frosting or break
ing its seal will stand up in any weather! In 
addition, repeated quality control tests make 
certain Twindow will live up to its reputation 
for trouble-free performance. 

Twindow is built stronger, with corrosion-proof 
stainless steel channeling that holds sealant under 
constant pressure for lasting, trouble-free per
formance. And Twindow is guaranteed for 5 full 
years by Canadian Pittsburgh Industries Limited, 
a well-established, responsible company with 
thousands of successful Canadian Twindow 
installations to its credit. 

Use Twindow for every application. Twindow 
is CMHC approved (approval #1002), and comes 
in either plate or sheet glass, in standard and 
custom sizes. For conditions of unusual glare or 
extreme heat, Twindow can be supplied in Solex* 
green tint or neutral Solargray * or Graylite* 
heat-absorbing, glare-reducing glass. 

Why not investigate the many advantages and 
cost-cutting economies of including Twindow in 
your building plans? For further information, in
cluding our illustrated booklet, "Two types of 
Twindow," write to Canadian Pittsburgh Indus
tries Limited, 48 St. Clair Ave. , W. , Toronto 7, 
Ontario. *T. M . Reg' d . 

Technician checks temperature graph during accelerated weathering test. 

Twindow installation at Montreal International Airport, Dorval, P.Q. 
ARCHITECTS: Illsley, Templeton & Archibald, Larose & Larose, 

A ssociated Architects 
GENERAL CONTRACTOR: The Foundation Company of Canada Limited 
GLAZING CONTRACTOR: Canadian Pittsburgh Industries Limited 

~!wiNDow 
88 

MADE IN CANADA BY DUPLATE CANADA LIMITED 

distributed exclusively by Canadian Pittsburgh Industries Limited 
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Noranda Mines limited Research Centre, Point Claire, P.Q. 

Architects facing special technical problems are 
invited co call on us. We will be glad co offer 
them our services in any construction work in 
stainless steel, bronze, iron and aluminum. 

Architects: 

Messrs, Dobush, Stewart, 
Bourque & Young 

General Contractor: 

J. L. E. Price & Co. Ltd. 

A. Faustin Co. Ltd. specialists in 

bronze, stainless steel, a luminum 

and wrought iron architecrural 
works have fabricated and in

stalled all the beautiful bronze 

window frames, doorways and 

entrances of the new building 

of this important company. 

A. FAUSTIIN co. LTD. 

MAGISTRATES COURT BUILDING 
The wide acceptance of precast concrete panels has 
opened a new era in Canadian Architecture. For load 
bearing or curtain wall applications, they provide the 
perfect medium for exciting ideas in wall design. 

To faithfully reproduce designs, shapes, colours and 
textures, Canadian architects specify Medusa, the 
original White Portland Cement. It can be used white 
or colour-tinted, smooth or with exposed aggregates, 
sculptured or shaped for the individual job. It con
tains non-staining properties so essential to product 
manufacturers for maintaining low water soluble 
alkali content. And Medusa White is equal in strength 
to regular Gray Portland Cement. 

Specify Medusa White Portland Cement for your next 
precast panel job. 

Manufactured by 

500 DAVIDSON STREET, MONTREAL 

MAGISTRATES COURT BUILDING, Willowdale, Ont. 
ARCHITECT : Sproatt and Rolph 
GEN. CONTR.: Stowe and Gould Ltd. 
PRECAST PANELS BY : Pre-Con Murray Ltd. 

MEDUSA PRODUCTS OF CANADA, LTD. 
PARIS, ONTARIO • CANADA 
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HOW TO PLEASE YOUR CUSTOMERS, 

GAS VERSATILITY 
Sunnyday 36 is the most versatile gas-fired boiler ever 
developed. It works efficiently for water or steam. Comes in 
12 sizes with CGA input ratings from 145,000 to 942,500 
Btu/hr. Available with budget-priced flush jacket or deluxe 
enclosing jacket. Accomodates 4 sizes of tankless and 3 
sizes of storage-type built-in domestic water heaters. Cast 
iron boiler sections are joined with three nipples for perfectly 
balanced, dual circulation of water. 

OIL ADAPT ABILITY 
Comfort without compromise: that's an oil-fired hydronic 
system using Warden King's superb Sunnyday Seven! Here's 
quiet, consistent comfort, the kind that only hot water 
heating can provide. Compact Cast Iron Sunnyday Seven can 
be equipped with a tankless water heater, and comes in two 
basic models: 104,000 or 157,000 Gross IBR output Btu/hr. 
Comes pre-wired, factory-assembled, ready for a lifetime of 
heating satisfaction. 

Clean comfort for a lifetime . 

90 Jovrnal R A I C, November l 963 



YOURSELF AND YOUR BOOKKEEPER 

BASEBOARD RADIATION 
Here's one of the biggest plusses in hydronic heating. Warden 
King Cast Iron baseboard heating is cleaner, draft-free, 
silent and consistent. No problems, ever, with furniture 
placement. No cold air "pudd les" at floor level. Zoned 
heating control is simple, automatic and economic: keeps 
the bedrooms healthily cool, while living areas are main
tained at 72° (And remember that the Warden King boiler 
that warms the home can also supply tankless hot water!) 

(for quality homes) 
There is only one way to build lifetime quality into a heating 
system. That is the hydronic way-with automatic hot water 
heating and cast-iron radiant baseboards. Warden King 
hydronic systems are compact, quietly efficient and meet or 
surpass the highest industry standard . 
For full information, ee your plumbing and heating 
supplier, o r write WARD EN KING, P .0. BOX 70, 
MO TREAL ... 

the Hydronic way with 
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Photomicrograph courtesy Forest Products Research Branch , Department of Forestry , 
Ottawa showing the in nocent looking , bamboo.like tubes called hyphae, (or , in mass, my
celium) which cause wood rot . They are an air-borne form of plant life of a uery low order. 

Is wood rot eating away a t 

92 

Anything made of wood which is exposed to the 
elements - even if painted - can become severely 
damaged by rot in as little as 5 years, particularly 
wood in contact with the ground or exposed to 
dampness. Your reputation could be needlessly 
involved if this happened . .. "needlessly" because 
today scientific protection against wood rot is 
available. Whenever you specify wood, protect the 
job and yourself by remembering: 

1: Green wood con be mode rot-resistant right in the 
field , by mopping, brushing or dipping with OSMOSE; 

2 : Poles, posts and timber in contact with the ground con 
be brush-coated with extra effective OSMO-CREO; 

3: Seasoned lumber (sash and woodwork) con be treat
ed anywhere by brushing or dipping with PENTOX; 

4: Clean, pointoble, fire-retardant, pressure-treated lum• 
ber, impregnated with OSMOSALTS, is also available. 

PENTOX and OSMOSALTS meet CSA standards. 
Both will make the wood in your jobs last 3 to 5 
times longer. For complete information contact our 
Service Department. 

OSMOSE 
WOOD PRESERVING COMPANY OF CANADA · LTD. 

Head Office, 1080 Prall Avenue, Montreal, Que. 
TRURO • TORONTO • WINN,EG • EDMONTON • VANCOUVER 

YOUR REPUTATION BACKED BY OUR EXPERIENCE OF OVER 25 YEARS 
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BUILD BETTER 
WALLS WITH 

iCI 
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ECONO 
CAVITY-LOCK 

ECONO 
CAVITY-LQK® 

for cavity walls of block and brick. 
Reinforces both face shells of back
up and ties in facing . 

ECONO-LQK® 
for solid walls of block and brick. 
Reinforces both face shells of 
backup and ties in facing. Elimi
nates brick header . 

CAVITY-LQK® 
for cavity walls of block and brick. 
Reinforces both face shells of each 
block and securely ties them to
gether. 

Reinforcing ties for composite ma
sonry walls. " Flu sh-wel ded " for 
maximum strength and control of 
mortar joint thickness . Available 
in all brite basic all mill galvan
ized brite basic side rods with 
mill galvanized ties or hot dipped 
galvanized after fabrication. 

ECONO-LOK 

CAVITY-LOK CORNER 

Complete brochure containing product 
specifications, tests and technical data 
can be obtained from : 

BLOK-LOK 
LIMITED 

Of'Co ""' adion Pate:- ts 
No . 575399 a nd No. 574984 

3240 Bloor St., West, Toronto 18, Ont. Phone 239-8443 

Journal R A I C , No vember l 963 

Architectural Woodwork 
Laidlaws is supplying the architectural woodwork from their 
manufacturing division for the following prestige buildings: 

• St. Andrew's College, Aurora 
- Marani, Morris & Allan 

• Toronto International Airport-Aeroquay No.1 
- John B. Parkin Associates 

• Massey College, University of Toronto 
- Thompson, Berwick & Pratt, Vancouver 

• National Trust Building 
- Page & Steele 

• Riverdale Hospital 
-Chapman & Hurst 

93 
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ZERO 
meets all 

JOUr needs 
for 

• WEATHER STRIPPING 
• SOUND-PROOFING 

new catalog today. 
Contains full size de
tails, 168 drawings of 
weatherstripping and 
related products, for 

doors 
• sliding doors 
• saddles 
• windows 
• expansion joints. 

• LIGHT-PROOFING 
1
J_ 

-~4{)1Jtjeo1U 

Architects agree , 
weatherstripping can 
be the most signifi 
cant detail of a struc
ture's success. For 4 
decades ZERO has 
been creating and 
manufacturing to meet 
changing needs. 

INTERLOCKING 
SADDLE 
# 100 

J!_ 

-. r.-

J Out-opening 

SADDLES FOR FLOOR HINGED DOOR S 
# ISO 

y,- W.•;.~·· ~--.. ___ ,-.................. 
J fi!.··; " - "' ··---------+ 

-.-- -v.·;.- ·· ·•••••---IIIIIIM~-... •••-• ... ._...., a::.. 'Y 
4 •. 

FLAT SADDLES 

# 67 Bronze or 
Aluminum, In widths 
from 2" to 6Va" 

#66 Bronze or 
Aluminum 

# 60-A Alum inum 
with Stop 

ZERO WEATHER STRIPPING CO., INC. 
451 Ea st 136th St ., New York 54, N.Y. • (212) LUdlow 5-3230 

Glaceries de Ia Sombre, les - 4 

Government of Canada -
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Pedlar People limited 85 
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Rolscreen Company - 22-23, 25 

Sargent Hardware of Canada ltd . - 82 

Schlage lock Co. of Canada ltd . - 7 

Stanley Works of Canada limited - 66 

Steel Company of Canada - 68-69 

Turnbull Elevator Co. limited 65 

Walker, Crosweller & Co. ltd . - 13 

Yale & Towne Mfg . Co. ltd. - - 10 

Zero Weathe rstripping Co., Inc. 94 
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Colonnade Apartment and Shopping Complex, Bloor at Avenue Road, Toronto. Owner-Contractor: 131 Bloor West Limited. 
Architect : Gera ld Robinson. Engineer: Norbert Seethaler. Ready-Mix Supplier: Dual Mixed Concrete & Materials Co. 

PozzouTH . .. specified for controlled performance 
concrete in Toronto's new Colonnade 

Toronto's new Colonnade Apartment and Shopping Complex proves again that when PozzoLITH is specified 
you can be sure of the ultimate in controlled performance concrete. For PozzoLITH, the water-reducing, 
set-controlling admixture, makes concrete a more versatile building material by which architect or 
engineer can add new dimensions to his designs. Specify PozzourH for more workable concrete with 
increased strength-compressive, flexural and bond of concrete to steel; greater watertightness
reduced cracking; easier and more economical placing; more uniformity with controlled rate of hardening. 
Then you'll have a sound, durable, controlled performance concrete superior in quality and economy to 
plain concrete or concrete made with any other admixture . 

DZZDLITH. 
A Prod uct o f 

MASTER BUILDERS® 

MASTER BUILDERS Field Service 
Benef it by the com petent, job-proven 
exper ience of your MASTER BUILDE RS 
fi eld ma n. T hrough him you g~t maxi mum 
valu e from th e use o f modern technical 
products. General Office and Factory
Toronto 15, Ontario . Branch offices: 
Va ncouver, Calga ry, Edmonton, Winn ipeg, 
Ottawa , Mon trea l anc! Sa int John. 

MC-6308 P 

*PozzoLITH, a registered trade mark of The Master Builders Company , Limited, a construaion materials subsidiary of IWARTIN IWARIETTA 



SCARBOROUGH 

GENERAL HOSPITAL 

GETS COMPLETE 

SANITATION 

COMBINED WITH 

THE BEAUTY AND 

DURABILITY OF 

NATCO VITRITILE 

LATEST ADDITION TO SCARBOROUGH GENERAL HOSPITAL 

Architects: Govan Kaminker Langley Keenleyside Melick Devonshire Wilson, Toronto. General Contractor, Anglin·Norcross Ontario, Limited 

N ATCO VITRITILE is a ceramic glazed structural 
clay facing tile available in forty-four standard and 
accent colours to provide a wide selection of interior 
colour combinations. All colours are permanent and will 
never fade. NATCO VITRITILE is a genuine load
bearing clay tile, resistant to moisture, fire, chemicals, 

dirt and scuffs, and is capable of lasting the lifetime of 
any building in which it is used. To retain NATCO 
VITRITILE'S original finish and lustre, it requires 
only periodical cleansings with common soap or deter
gent and warm water. For complete information, 
write to : 

NJ~ TC:C> · C:J.J~Y·l)J~C)J)\JC:T!; ·I.Ji\\ITI::J) 
Offices : 55 Eglinton Ave. East 

Toronto 12, Ontario. 
Plant: Aldershot Sub P. O. 

Burlington, Ontario. 
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